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ment," Senator Williams said, "the
would be able to eay to the people:
'They are after one man's scalp; ne
received more than 2,W)0,000 votes
of (lie American
people, and now
thev are trying to make him inel-'!e.'- -

SENATORSUNABLE
ON

IB AGREE

"f think it la a low plane to put
this debate on, to Intimate that he
resolution is being opposed, because
it might bar Colonel Roosevelt," said
Senator Poindexter,- - progressive. "It
Ib highly unpleasant to him and to
his friends to have this debate re- fleet thus upon the ambitions of the
friends or the opponents of senators
who voted on this resolution."
Republican and democratic senators who urged that Roosevelt, Taft
and Wilson all be made eligible for
one more elective term, met the opposition of the progressives and of
some of ,their own party members.
The progressive senators objected to
a constitutional amendment that limited the right of voters to select their
president; while they insisted that
if any prohibition were made it
should apply to all men equally. The
amendments by,; Senator Hitchcock
to make the proposed restriction apply only to persons who have "had
the office by election after March
4, 1917, or discharge its duties for
two years or more after that time"
were defeated 2 to 27. The senate
Senator Root's
then voted down
amendment, which , was simply to
make the single term restr.ction take
effect after March 4, 13 IK.

THEY SUGGEST MANY TIMES FOR
THE INAUGURATION OF SIX

TERMS
15I7

FAY01SJIMH,

BUT FRIENDS OF WISON PROTEST
AGAINST A CHANGE IN TENURE AT THAT DATE

ROOSEVELT

AM

MEN

TAFT

THEY ALSO ARE ANXiOUS NOT TO
INCUM-

PRESIDENT'S
HAVE
BENCY CUT TOO SOON

Washington, Jan. 31 When the
senate took up the single presidential
term bill, Senator Roofs amendment
to make the constitutional amendment
take effect March 4, 1917, was defeated on a viva voce vote, hut, by
demanding a roll call, he got it before
the senate again for further consideration. As a substitute Senator 'Hitchcock proposed an amendment to let
Wilson, Roosevelt or Taft have one
eix year term under the new amend-
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DAMAGE AMOUNTING TO $75,000
1$ CAUSED BY THE CON-
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burned

London, Jan. 31. The overwhelmof public
opinion
ing strength
throughout Europe in favor of peace
in the Balkans is exercising a profound influence on the peace delegates in London. The European ambassadors here will Boon make themselves the mouthpieces of this wiie-spreasentiment in order to convince somex of t.be more unyielding
spirits among the representatives of
the allies.
European diplomats take the view
that Turkey, and especially after the
wnich
movements
revolutionary
brought into power men considered
irreconcilable on ihe question of
could not offer more than
what was contained in yesterday's reply to the powers. 'This, they thins,
justifies the .resumption of negutiations between the allies and the Ottoman empire.
their usual
The Turks, with
(shrewdness, instead of simply asking
fur the holy siiritieb aul.& fewjaw.
monuments of historic or religious
character in the city . pf Adrianople,
suggested dividing the city by the
river Maritza, they taking the part
This
situated on the left bank.
In
it's
the
them
althougn
share,
gives
they leave to Bulgaria the railway
station on the line communicating
ith Macedonia.

For four noma
early today, Annuel Roser, 65 yeavB
old, lay 'bound and gagged, on the
floor in a .North, side department
store, where bo had been left by safe
blowers, and watched smoke curling
up from smouldering blankets used
by the thieves to deaden the sound
?
Of, .an .explosion.'
'Fearful tbar h. would be bnrim
to death without .being able to giv-an alarm, Roser made a superhuman
effort to free himself when he saw
the blankets start to blaze and
II was successful in loosing a tie whle'u, held his arms and
the removal Ui the gag from' his
mouth ami the fopes about his legs
was a matter o a few moments.
He telephone an alarm first to
Chicago,
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tic counties also expressed some dissatisfaction, though the measure is
Fl
thought to be a sincere effort to provide adequate pay for public servants.
Tbe county superintendents had the
A
most strenuous kick of any of the of
Ccoials affescted by the proposed legis
lation. They declared that they should
be given a liberal allowance for .trav
eling expenses in addition to their
salaries. They contended that a
FAIR DAMES
county superintendent, unless he can FOUR HUNDRED
'
A
to
of
the
TO
THE
HOUSE
PAY
VISIT
all
make frequent .visits
school districts in his county, cannot
ELECTION COMMITTEE.
be successful and the schools will suf
fer, lie should be able, also, to go
to Santa Fe or other cities where THEY PUT UP AN MOMENT
meetings in the cause of educatioi are
held.
Among the superintendents REV. OLP1E
BROWN, A FEMALE
present were Superintendent Montoya
PREACHER, PRESENTS THEIR
of Bernalillo county, Superintendent
SIDE OF THE CASE.
Burt of Torrance county and Superintendent! Conway of Santa Fe county.
The joint committee did not take up
IT IS A OIONIFIED GATEEEIKG
the matter of fixing salaries in counties of the fifth tfass, consisting of
the counties of Taos and Sandoval. PERSUASION
IS USED, INSTEAD
A delegation of office holders from
OF VIOLENCE, POPULAR
Taos county was present and submitIN ENGLAND.
s
ted a set of figures which it
for adoption. However, as
Washington, Jan. 31.- - Fou,- hun
Sandoval county was not ropesented
dred
women from every section of
recommen
and hnd not submitted any
the country, led by Mrs. Clara Colby,
it
was
stated
it
dation, though
to do so, action was deferred. of Portland, Oregon, today appeared
The committee adjourned to meet before the house committee on presidential and congressional elections
again tomorrow morning.
to appeal for the passage of the
thi&
The senate held a brief session
afternoon. Senator Holt, aetirg for French bill to give women the right
to vote for representatives In conSenator Barth, who is ill, introduced
gress.- Heading the petitioners was
state
Senate Bill No. 77, creating tbe
fair at .Albuquerque. This bill is the Rev. Olpie Brown ot Racine.
identical with that now pending in Wis., president of the Federated
the house. A messenger from the Women's Equality League cf Jie
house announced the passage of House United States, and with them were a
Bill No. 4, creating the county of dozen members of congress, IncludSumner. The bill was referred to the ing representatives from each of the
committee on counties. The commit- nine equal suffrage states.
The hearing .was held in the largtee on judiciary reported a substitute
for Senate Joint Resolution No. 3, est of the house committee rooms,
ratifvine the Income tax amendment which was almost filled to its capacto the federal constitution. The sen- ity, before the stenographers in the
building began to desert their offices
ate then adjourned until 2:30
Mid join In tbe demonstration.
Womtomorrow afternoon.
en of all ages, somo w ith waving
'
plumes, silks, satins, ani furs, stood
AN ."ARSON AGENT."
j throughout
the bearing. A few nail
"

BLANKETS

IS FOR AVOIDING FURTHER

jounsel o London today rendered
judgment in the appeal of the Royal
"When we except these persons Bank of Canada against the Alberta
from its operations, we are making it government in favor of the bank.
entirely personal," declared Senator This was an action carried through
"We might as well name all the courts of Canada, In which
Borah.
these three men in the amendment the government won, until it reached
as being exempt from its provisions. the highest court in the empire. Th
We practically would be amending the government must pay all costs in the
the fire department and then to the
constitution for their convenience."
lower courts. The application was
police. When lue former arrived the
of an act ol
Senator Paynter then proposed an for the
interior of the building, which wis of
amendment to make the six' year term the xllberta legislature under which
two stories, 'was in flames and the
take effect in 1921. SenaJ:or. Works, the province assumed an even mil-structure and cditvms were destroy-;'-'WH-- ii
n'tjinal Teednilion,' end Uoa dollars placed ou deposit in con
aJOcfc'$V5'iUi'V-"--dorsed Senator Hitchcock's plan. Sen- nection with the Alberta and Great
The safe blowers, .four in number,
ator Clapp, progressive, took empha- Waterways railroad project, financed
broke into the store shortly after
and outlined by W. D. Clark, a Kantic exception to this position.
midnight, and, according to Roser,
"It is a reflection upon the senate sas City banker, and his associates
were only a few minutes blowing
The money now will be given back
itself," he declared, "in our saying
open the safe end escaping with
to the country that a great principle to, the bond holders. J P. Morgan
Roser was employed in the store
cannot pass this body unless three assisted in financing the project. The
as a night watchman
great partisan leaders are recognized government has to indemnify all concerned in the Alberta and Great Watand cared for in the legislation.
erways railroad project for any damof
"I am not In ravor of limitation
age or loss sustained by such intertheir
o
choose
to
Will Try to Capture Fort
the
the right
people
TODAY IN CONGRESS
own executives," continued Senator ested parties.
Sofia. Bulgaria, Jan. 31. It is beSerto
Is
and
lieved that the Bulgarian
Clapp, "but if such a principle
DATES ARE FIXED.
vian troops besieging the fortess of
be established, I regard it as trifling
21
Wichita, Kan., Jan. 1. October
with the fundamental principles of
Adrianople purpose to take the place
Washington, Jan. 31. Senate: Con25 was today fixed by John T.
to
the
to
.persona?
recognize
by storm regardless of the sacrifice vened at noon.
government
Howell, vice president, as the date of life; such an attack would entail.
Debate on Works' single six year
equation and exempt three gentlemen
for
the meeting of the
constitutionheadquarters today presidential term resolution was rearmy
from the operation of the
Bulgalan
Commercial congress in tliit
announced that no foreign military, at- sumed.
al amendment. Once of those gentleThe
date must be confirmed by taches or newspaper correspondents
city.
House: Convened at 11 a. m.
men I hold in close friendship; yet
James H. Brady of Idaho, would be allowed to follow the forthThe free list was subject of way3
in the interest of that man I would Senator
InThe
not like to see a new principle put president of the congress.
coming operation, and this is taken as and means committee tariff revision
congress
Into effect from the operation of ternational Dry Farming same week an indication that such an attack is hearing.
the
which he would be exempt. If this will be b!d during
Appeal was made by women to
contemplated.
at Tulsa, Okla.
eommlttee
Adrianople is well supplied with congressional elections
change In our constitution is wise,
and if t'. is limitation is to he adopted,
provisions and ammunition, according for passage of bill to give women
to soldiers who deserted today.
let us rise to the occasion and apply
right to vote for representatives in
REBELS PREPARE TO
it to every man."
congress.
Senator Sutherland urged the adopOIL STILL RISING
tion of the Root amendment setting
A ! TACK A HACIENDA
Pittsburgh, Jan. 31. - The rapid adMarch 4, 1917,
as the date. This
vance in the price of principal grades NEW MEXICO SUES
brought another protest from the protoday
of crude oil was continued
gressive ranks, Senator Poindoxter CONSUL AT SALTILLO, MEXICO, when at the opening of the market
declaring that if there was any danSENDS A NOTE TELLING
STATE OF TEXAS
another seven cents were tacked to
REVOLUTION'S PROGRESS.
ger of a man "perpetuating himsolf
the
milking Pennsylvania Crude,
In office" because of his "ability and
the basis of oil values, $2.40. Other
popularity," as the fricnos of the sin
Washington, Jan. 3t. Consu' Phil- prices
.Mercer BEGINS PROCEEDINGS FOR THE
announced were:
gle term claimed, that danger should ip K. Holland at Saltlllo, Mexico, re- Black, $l.!i3; New Castle, $1.93; Corn,
RECOVERY OF LAND TAKEN
town of V.lf'scn
be met by making the resolution im- ports the neurhy
Inc. $1.9:!; and Cabell $2. Somerset
UP BY HSR NEIGHBOR
The
mediately effective.
threatened with a rebel attack.
Ita'.'liuid
were
and
unchanged.
Senator Cummins favored and Sen- rebel leader, lionlta Hodrlaue,, hu&
beReports, from the principal pipe line
Washington, Jan. 31. Suit was
ator IiOdge opposed the exemptions demanded that the Hacienda De
this
Mexico
that
New
show
of
during
slate
the
companies
gun today by
for Wilson, Roosevelt and Taft.
in Sau Luis Polosl produce 2,000 month the
of Texas In the sur.ins from wells located to against tb
"I did not believe anyone wouid goats ho that he may feed his l,h0
eastern fields, including Ohio and premo court tq settle the boundary
the
insist that this legislation was aimed revolutionists.
Indiana, have aviiagod a little more dispute between the two commonat Colonel Roosevelt," declared Senthan 115,000 barrels a day, while dur- wealths.
ator Cummins today in advocating
Accused of Conspiracy.
the same period "shipments have
New Mexico asks that the
New Orleans, Jan. 31 Indictments ing
the Works single tax presidential
more than 118,000 riol of the Hio Crando as It existed
a
little
averaged
term amendment In the annate, "but charging conspiracy to violate the barrel a
day an excess of consump- in 18.10 ! decreed to be tho true
it hus been very busily urgid neutrality laws in connection with tion over
production of about l()0,00d boundary between tbe states between!
throughout the United States lately the proposed shipment of arms a:id barrels
January. So prosper- - tho
during
degree and thirtyto
that we are legislating to make ammunition 'valued at $200,000,
latitude.
oil
north
ons
47
the
some
of
minutes
have
companies
tofirpt
Roosevelt
ineligible. There is no Mexican Insurgents vvcro returned
become that one Pittsburgh company j
truth in such statements and I know day by the United states grand Jury
a too per cent dividend.
LEAPS FROM A WINDOW
Colonel against members of the firm of A. declared
they must be abhorent
r,v,hPgter, Minn., Jan. Sl.Viss
Roosevelt.''
Baldwin and Company o. this city, a i
Catherine Mown, of 1.m Angeles, who
BRITISH SAILORS JROWN
The debate centered about the dec- large importing house. Other per- London. Jan. 31. Tieu'uiant Hum - bus been lre for several days, today
laration by Senator Williams, demo- sons were indicted also, but so far no
and leaped
phrey W. Smith and nine bluejackets left her bed in a hotel
crat, that unless such amendments names have been 'made public.
She
to
the
ground.
window
a
are
believed
were adopted as to make Roosevelt,
of'
of the cruiser Perseurs
to. throtKh
Tbe munitions, due to activities
but little injury find was
'' J Wilson tlljible for another an agent of the department of jus-- .
.
ft.
teirn, the friends of Roosevelt and ijee, never left Now Orleans and are pirates on the const of the Pcndau; caught l Vinton snot try oimiu.
others i. !:i oppose ratification of stored in a warehouse. They tire t ulf. Tbcv had been detached on one Pbe was immediately tni.en ue.we me
r'""rt. declared liipfttio and
;
tin. rruiwr's ;iiltTn. which
tie coiiHtliuliojiul fuiii'mUm-iiby the Hiiid to r iirenent a part only of pur--!
j ro!ri
;s Moran !?
into
tin l.vlnin,
a
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Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 31. At an
executive session this morning the
senate and house committees on finances heard the report of the
which was intrusted some time
ago with the preparation of a bill
providing for salaries for county officers and district attorneys.
The bill as prepared by the subcommittee divides the counties of
the state into five classes. The first
class consists of Bernalillo, Chaves,
Colfax, Dona Ana and San Miguel
counties, all of wnich have an
valuation of over $1,000,000,
and salaries are provided as follows:
Commissioners, $800 per annum;
treasurers, $4,000 per annum; assessors, $4,000 per annum; sheriff,
per annum, with $1,500 per annum for deputies and $900 per annum for jailer; county clerk, $4,000
per annum, with $1,200 per annum
for court clerk until such time as
the county clerks are relieved of the
cuuesi in

clenr

m

uii district

otu

per annum;

t

su-

probate judge, $000
$1,S00 per
perintendent of schools,
year; county surveyor, $10 per day
for time actually employed under direction of county commissioners.
The second class counties having
an assessed valaution of over $2,000,-00- 0
and less than $3,000,000, consist
of Eddy, Mora, Otero, Union, Socorro
and Santa Fe and tne salaries provii-eare as follows: commissioners,
$3,250
$000 per annum;, treasurers,
per annum; assessors, $3,250 per annum; sheriff, $3,000 with $1,200 for
deputies and $720 pe annum for jailer; county clerk $3,250 with $1,000
for salary of district court clerk;
prorate judge, $50tf; school superintendent, $1,600.
Third class couuties, having an assessed valuation of over $1,750,000
and less than $2,000,000, consist of
Lincoln, Mora
Guadalupe,
Curry,
Rio
Arriba, Roosevelt, San
Quay,
Juan, Valencia. The salaries proposed
$100
per
commissioners,
are:'
$2,500 per anannum; treasurers,
num; assessors, $2,500 per annum;
sheriffs, $2,000 with $1,000 for deputies and $100 for jailer; county elark,
$2,500, with $000 for clerk of the district court; probate judge, $100; superintendent pf schools, $1,500.
The fourth class counties, haviug
an assessed valuation oi over $1,000,-00and less than $1,750,000, conslBl
of MclCinley, Sierra and Torrance.
The Balarles proposed are as follows: commissioners, $300 per annum; treasurer, $2,000 per annum;
assessors, $2,000 per annum; sheriffs, $1,800, with $100 for jailer and
$700 for deputies; county clerk,
district court
With
$500 for
clerk; probate judge, $300 per annum; school superintendent, $1,400.
Surveyors in all counties are allowed $10 per day but the number
of days they are to be employed is
limited.
In tho filth class counties, Sandoval and Taos, having assessed valuation of less than a million, the
did not submit a salary
schedule owing lo the inability of
the representatives from those counties to reneh fin agreement.
Numerous county officials from various soeiLms of the state were present to make recommendations to tbe
committee. In general the bill Is said
to have. nut. v, ith approval, altliousb
tl.e osiiiiaiH of some of tlio smaller
counties asserted Uielr salaries nad
d
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member oi a tut
h mt .
ing firm, was named as a ' booking and p.iraaoii;.
Mrs. Colby pleaded for a constituagent for the mceniiary fires" by
witnesses examined today by statis tional amendment prohibiting states
attorneys inquiring into the "aron from disfranchising cifeens on actrust."
count of sex. Declaring "that the
According to' '.' itnesses, Brown so- constitution says the representatives
licited persons to furnisu flats and shall be chos?n by the people of the
houses for the purpose of setting several states," she asked', "are womfire to them uo secure the insurance en people?"
She added that AmerBrown is" alleged 4o have instructed ican women would
continue their
them bow and when - to take out "earnest and dignified efforts to gain
their policies.
political freedom" as long tul mign.
be necessary to gain their purpose.
Representatives Mondeh of WyomROCKEFELLER
RESIGNS
New York, Jan. 31. As another step ing, Hayden of Arizona, Raker
Lafferty of Oregon, eal
preliminary) to carrying out the recent
others told the committee of tbe sucdissolution decree in the
Pacific case, William cess of equal suffrage in their states..
Rockefeller resigned today as a direcWANT SHORTER HOURS..
tor of the Southern Pacific The
Jan. 31. A resolutk.re
Loudon,
vacancy was not filled.
calling for an elgh't iiour flay for alt
t etnsses of workmen ami work women.
was adopted today by the Trades
CLOSSON GETS FINE
Union congress, at which more thin
2.000,000 British wage earners wee
IN CONTEMPT CAS represented. Notices are to be hanl-e- d
in March to those employers refusing the demand and all contract?,
SHERIFF OF SANTA FE COUNTY with them will be terminated May 1,
TOO
PRISONER
ALLOWED
when tbe men will walk out.
MANY LIBERTIES
The agitation for an clcbt hour day
without any ovt'rtane
been In
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
progress for some time on i tho ausCharles Clossou of Santa Fe county, pices of the parliamentary coinrii'lteo
who was arrested several days ago of the Trades Union congress.
charged with contempt of t;ourt in
The miners already have an
having allowed too many liberties toi,our
flxed by ;aw jlt OUl:
Ricardo ' Alarid, a prisoner sentenced London' nearly all woi nn
was fined $50 and costs after a hearing Ietigor hours of
.
Ti .
was line $50 and costs after a liearin-befo- re ed removal of Kui,.' uibl i ;
the stale supreme court. Clos-so- works from the ,104. s of I
was represented by Charles A. tho nor tin and to Fu:i 1,
He
A vhrorous amt ti '11 fit
ples3 and Charles C, Catron.
admit ted
the
charge ment of the
practically
d.
i
' .
1( von
against him, stuting he allowed Alarid tiOIlH
( 1)
j
to go about Santa Fe instead of Keep- is to bo iirrii d out i nd
ing him locked up In tho Jail. The to taken to htm ' to
sheriff Justified his conduct by slat- tho orsnnlzod mii- - i t
ing that he did not intend to break nny trado wlii lili.id
any laws or show contempt for tbe to coma to twrm.
court, but treated Alarid simply an a
s
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pauy, at Daton, naming Frank li.
Montgomery as statutory agent The
company is capitalized at 23,000, divided into 120 shares. The stockholders are Frank R. Montgomery of
Raton, 23 shr.res; Arthur E. Johnson
of Raton, 20 hares; A. T. Fowler of
Canon City, Colo., 25 shares; Willis
A. Watson of Cauon City, 25 shares;
Irvin It. Stockton of Canon City, 25
shares.
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SENATOR WALTON INTRODUCES
BILL THAT WOULD BENE- FIT NEW MEXICO.
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Special Engagement of the Host Popular Romantic Play on the American Stage
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CHICAGO'S BIG AUTO SHOW
man-- ,
Chicago, Jan. 31. An army of
of
salesmen
ufacturers, agents and
automobiles and accessories has invad
ed Chicago in anticipation of the
opening of the National Automobile
Hotel
show in this city tomorrow.
enormous
an
reservations indicate
crowd ot visitors for the two weens

The United PIxy Co. (Inc.)'
PRESENT GRACE HAYWAHD'S

s r
San Francisco, Jan. 111. Episcopal
Kansas City, Jan, 31. What has
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 31. Senator
become
of , ait the middleweight church dignitaries were urged to beWalton this afternoon introduced a
matches between the
gin a movement to restore the cathedbill which, is of importance to almost
which were suggested some time ago, ral of St. Sophia of Constantinople,
every family in New Mexico. The
and which many of the boxing follow now in the hands of the Turks, to its
bill provides for free text books for j
ers looked forward to with a great uses as a Christian church, at the
the children in the public schools of
convention of the diocese of the show, and if every visiting merof pleasure? When Billy Papke, sixty-thirdeal
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pledged himself and destructive
N. "White,
colored
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and throat,
title. All church that h.e suggest "to the pleni- be contrary to the hopes and expec-ation- s
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mouth
hair, sores and ulcers,
during the campaign to bend every ...trhn. falllnn
A Blood Bubbling Heart Leading Story of Love
some potentiaries of the BalKan states and
to
about
seemed
of the automobile people.
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As has been the
and Adventure In a Whirlwind of Surprising
text books for the children of the goes down into the blood and steadily matches, but
now when Papke and Klaus are re England and the Churcn of Russia years, the main exhibition will be
a ...roiv drives out every particle ol
state.
the
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schools
Scenes.
public
to that dear faris for their the earnest desire ot all Christians housed in the Coliseum, with the First
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never
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Lawrence Evart
blood poison entered
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nually an estimate of the amount of m conflict herewith are herewith re with McGoorty ..hat he would stand lated dust of centuries that it was
comno show In a long fight against the impossible to tell vhat they were.
money necessary to be raised to
pealed.
The church, which measures 250x
ply with the provisions of this act,
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Jimmy Clabby is about the next ian, and was finished in five years.
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It Healthy and Keep
Healthy Use a Reliable Baby

It

Laxative.
In spite of the greatest personal
care and the most intelligent attention to diet, babies and children will
become constipated, and it is a fact
that constipation and indigestion have
wrecked many a young life. To start
with a good digestive apparatus is
to Btart life without handicap.
But as we all cannot have perfect
working bowels we must do the next
best thing and acquire them, or train
them to become healthy. This can be
done by the use of a laxative-tonivery highly recommended by a great
many mothers. The remely is called
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin and has
been on the market for two generations. Ijt can be bought conveniently
at any drug store for fifty cents or
one dollar a bottle, and those who are
already convinced of its merits buy
the dollar size.
Its mildness makes it the ideal
medicine for children, ana it is also
very pleasant to the taste It is sure
in its effect apd genuinely harmless.
Very little of it, is required and its
frequent use. doefi not. cause it to
lose its effect, ac is the case with so
many other remedies.
Thousands can testify lp Its merits
in constipation, indigestion, biliousness, sick headaches, etc., among
tuem reliable people like Mrs. M.
Johnson, 752 Dayton St., Kenosha,
Wis. She is the motner, of little Dorothy Johnson who. was always in delicate health untij her. mother gave
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who
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ly in the last century.
The location of this colony was in
what is now the fertile and prosperous region in the southwestern part
of the state, of which the thriving
city of Demopolis is the center.
In the early history 6f this great
agricultural country then dense forest and wild canebreak are woven
the names of men and women who
had played conspicuous parts in the
greatest drama of war and nations
the world has ever seen. Men who
led armies in conflicts the result of
which had changed the map of Europe, and women who had adorned
the Imperial court of France, took, up
the life of pioneers in the endeavor
to found, in the then primeval forest,
a colony to cultivate the vine ami the
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F.nplish Scientists Unable to Place
Stone Figure Which Grace Hall
of Westminster.

i

The lions of Westminster are legion,
some in the flesh and others in stone

r.

...
DOROTHY

or marble; recently there has been
an addition to the menagerie, around
wnlch there is an agreeable halo of
mystery.
In a gloomy niche halt way down
Westminster hall there is dimly to be
descried a gray stone statue of a king
which has just been taken out of the
Architectural museum and perched
aloft. There is a heavy crown on his
head over long flowing hair, the beard
Is rippled and majestic. In his left
hand he holds the orb, but the scepter
hand is gone. The old king broods
over the hall of kings.
The experts are puzzled over his
history. He Btood in Westminster
ball for many centuries side by side
with other stone kings and all were
'.Idled away by the government in
1850.
Recently it occurred to Lord
Beauchamp to try the effect of bringing them back. Several of the beautiful Gothic windows are blind, forming
niches suitable for statues, and all
the old forgotten kings may take their
places in them.
This first one Is a beautiful personage. No one knows what king he is
ar whether it is merely an ideal figure
of majesty, but it is certain that he
Is the work of some fine fourteenth
century craftsman.
The battered king is the grandest
statue in the hall. Below him lie In
ghostly row the kings done with the
petty realism of the modern age; Immediately under his blind majesty's
gaze is the broad face, cynically furrowed, of the merry monarch. The unknown king towers over these people
like a visitant from ampler times.
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JOHNSON

her Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
"I never saw
Mrs. Johnson Pays:
such rapid improvement in the health
of anyone. Syrup Pepsin is a wonJer-fu- l

remedy and I shall never be witn-ou- t
it again." Thousands keep Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin constantly
in the house for eveiy member of the
family can use it from infancy to old
The users of Syrup Pepstn
age.
have learned to avoid cathartics,
salts, mineral waters, pills and other
harsh remedies for they do but temporary good and are a shock to any
delicate system.
If no member of your family has
ever, used Syrup Pepsin and you
would like to make a personal trial
of it before buying it in the regular
way of a druggist, send your address
a postal will de to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 417 Washington St., Montlcello,
111
and a free sample bottle will be London Times.
olive.
mailed
you.
Na
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The great plantations are braves make baskets, which they reColonel Cluis, who had once had the wagons and knew nothing of agricul- history.
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a romantic history Is facing a over. Neither does he return loaded
with
land
only
and
cleared
ists
improved
them
hawked
and
on a little farm
like his brother Inmust abandon it. Un- future which give3 every promise of up with
through the streets of Mobile. He to find that they
most dians, nor does any of his basket
one
richest
and
of
the
it
to
the
seeing
added
to
squatters
France and scrupulous
afterwards returned
money go for gaudy trinkets and red
two posperous sections of the country.
became a marshal and governor of Al- troubles of the colony, and in
calico, and gambling has no charms
or three years it began to disinte-'-rct- From the Philadelphia Inquirer..
for him. He carefully saves all his
giers.
as many as could returning
money because he wanted to own
Count Lefebre Desnouttes, a cavalry
three white man's luxuries, a teleofficer with the Tank of lieutenant to France.
phone, a bicycle and a talking machine.
The Bonapartists brought no negro STOMACH SOUS? GOT
general, who had fought with honor
Already he has had a telephone put
in Spain and Russia, had ridden in slaves and had no money with which
in his tepee, krti though he never has
not
were
exiles
The
INDIGESTION ALSO? more than one-o- r two calls in a year
the carriage with Napoleon on the to buy slave
disastrous retreat from Moscow, and farmers in France, and had been banon it, and then from some person orwhom the emperor had embraced for ished wearing the silks and velvets of
dering baskets, it is a constant source
all his officers on o lag them fare court life. They brought a little wine "PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" MAKES UP- If pride and gratification to him. He
will sit for hours in silent admiration
SET STOMACHS FEEL FINE
well at Fontainebleau was one of those and received more from friends
before It, and puts the silent receivbraver.
were
IN
MINUTES.
FIVE
No people
who shared in the hardships of the the sea.
er to his ear a dozen times a day. He
their
log
in
danced
and
dined
sea
at
wilderness. He was lost at
They
also has a bicycle, on which he rides
If what you just ate is souring or about the country with a load of
huts, but in 10 years disastrous effort
tempting to return to France,
ha driven most of the colony away. your stomach or lies like a lump oi baskets, and he is now saving up for
Henry l'Al!:uiande, a lieutenant
M. Peniers, a member of the A single olive tree In Demopolis and lead, refusing to digest, or you belch the talking machine.
French national assembly, who had a grapevine or two near Greensboro gas and eructate sour, undigested
food, or have a feeling of dizziness,
voted for the death- - of Louis XVI, mark the places they left
Why Thunder Sours Milk.
nausea, had
fullness,
heartburn,
the
It is universally known that milk
of
the
and a son of the celebrated Marshal
people
Demopolis city
taste in mouth and stomach headache turns sour after a thunder storm. This
Grouchy whose failure to arrive at name given the new settlement by the
has been attributed to the large quanthis, Is indigestion.
Maren
and
of
the
Bourbon
Waterloo sealed the fate
rule,
exiles from
of
case
A
full
tity of ozone which is liberated by the
Diapepsln
Pape's
French empire, were among other dis- go, they named the county in which it
electricity in the air. The experiments
cents
thorwill
and
costs
only
fifty
tinguished persons who made up the lies in honor of one of Napoleons
of Professor Trlllat in Paris do not
stomcure
your
oughly
unfortunate colony.
confirm that theory. He has estabgreat victories, together with a few
and' leave sufficient about the
lished that atmospheric depressions
The colony was founded by between French names, born by the descedants ach,
house in case some one else In the cause putrefying gases normal quithree hundred and four hundred fol- of those who remained, serve to show
suffer from stomach escent to rise to the surface of cerlowers of Napoleon, who had been ex- today tf at the country was once peo- family may
trouble
or
tain substances, and in support of his
indigestion.
reiled by the Bourbons after their
pled by sons and daughters of France.
Ask your pharmacist to show you theory points out that odors ot all
no
estaDUsnea
1847,
On
March 4,
congress Though the French
storation.
the formula plainly printed on these sorts are more permeating after
gave the exiles then gathered at Phila- characteristic civilization In Marengo fifty-cen- t
cases, then you will under storms. These atmospherlo depresdelphia a grant of four townships at county, built no monuments and left stand why dyspeptic trouble of all sions accelerate the decomposition of
and tend to liberate them.
$2 an acre, on 14 y ears' time, on con- no houses to mark their impress upon
kinds muut go, and why they usually gases
Hence lactic ferment is produced.
dition that they cultivate the vine the land, it is still upon the people In
stomachs or
relieve sour,
Trillat has made many ex-- j
and the olive.
refinement, in gentleness and in prince- Indigestion ia five minutes. Diapep Professor with diverse substances un-- ;
perimenta
From the outset the colony seamed ly hospitality.
sin is harmless and tastes like can der varying pressures and haa ob-- j
doomed to misfortune. The ship on
As the colony began to disintegrate
dy, though each dose contains powsr served that when the barometer ia
de-- !
in, many
American settlers moved
sufficient to digest and prepare Tor lowest (during storms, etc.) the
Is most rapid.
or
gases
composition
honorably buying the colonists' grants assimilation
into the blood all the
for fair consideration.
food you oat; besides, It makes you Harper's Weekly.
Among them were cultured and tal go to the table wlin a healthy appeTrousseaux.
ented young men who not only cleared tite; but, what will piease you most,
I i
In ancient Greece the trousseau
the land and put vast areas undor is that you wili feel that your stomall the women of the
nnlt.ivn.tlon. but established a civiliza ach and Intestines
are clean and were made by Later
TO RESIST
the Merovingian
house.
bride's
tion of the highest class. The land fresh, and you will not need to' resort chiefs exacted that their brides should
so
to laxatives or liver pills for bilious come to the
on which the French had labored
marriage bringing all
re- - ness or
,
their possessions. When the daughconstipation.
vainly to grow 1he vine and olive
This city will have many Diapep ter of the seigneur of Covey marrlod,
upended bountifully to the southern
cotton planted, and by 1850 had be sln cranks, as some people will call her trousseaux, or "troiiBseu," includa
come one vast area of plantations, ppn- - them, hut you will be cranky about ed "nine servitors, thirty liegemen,The
an
astrologist."
and
chaplain,
roads
this splendid stomach preparation,
entrated by numeous- broad
evolved
customs of the seigneurs
and Inhabited by thousands of happy too, if you try a little for indigestion popular "fashions," and, high and low,
and Industrious people, living on es. or gastritis or any other stomach mis the women multiplied their garments
tides maintained in highest cultiva ery.
and the fashions of them.
Get some now, this minute, and for
Undor the empire the trousseau
tion.
fine unTn the midst of this civilization there ever rid yourself of stomach trouble wag composed of jewels, lace,
veils.
and
Harper's
derwear, bonnets,
arose many stately homes, among and Indigestion. Adv.
Weekly.
them being some of the handsomest
of the south. "Gainswood" Is a Demo
CORA04
Heroic Rescue.
polis show place which hns been visit
Montague and
tho
ed by architects from all parts of
wero having a bath
Harold
country, and was declared by an emi
in the big tub.
together
nent authority the "purest type of
Mother left them a, moment while
Grecian architecture in America." It
went into the next room. Sudden-lshe
to I
'
was bul!?. by General Nathan B. Whit
a succession of agonized shrieks
terror-strickecalled her. Two tripping,
V field on the site of the home of George
stood, clasped in
littlo
figures
the
Strother Gaines, who was
gov
each other's arms, In ths middle of the
rBE WORLD'S GREATEST MEDICINE A? ernment asent dealing with, the Chotv
bathroom floor.
At drunuists, grocers and
J taw at the time the French settled
"Oh mother," gasped Montague, "I
dualcrs. SI 00 a larirc bottle.
him! The stop-pe- r
Demopolis.
4
The Du'fy KJIMhukey Co.
got him out! I saved
were going
we
war
and
the
out
the
about
came
During
country
N.
Y.
fw'.i.!Hcr.
down!" Youth's Companion.
Demopolis suffered as did the remain
fire-wat-
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MYSTIC RABBI
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A WONDERFUL
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The questions answered below are
general In character; the symptoms
or diseases .are given and the an- swerg will apply to any case of simi- lar nature.
Those wishing further advice, free,
may address Dr. Lewis Baker, College Bldg.,
streets,
Dayton, Ohio, enclosing
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must be given but
only Initials or fictitious name will
be used in my answers. The prescriptions can be filled at any
drug store Any druggist can
order of wholesaler.

HEALER
STRANGE CHARACTER LIVES IN
A PALACE AND IS SAID TO
HAVE PECULIAR POWERS.

!

College-Ellwoo-

Czernovitz, Bukovina, Jan. 31. In
this Austrian province, where Ruthen-ian- ,
Jew, Pole, Magyar and Czech
rub shoulders together, is a young
rabbi whose name is famous not only
throughout Austro-hungarbut in
Poland, Galic a and Southern Russia as well.
He has the gift of healing, and has
inherited it from an ancestor. Beer
Mizricz, who lived1 in Volhynla some
200 years ago
Israel Beer Mizricz Preedman, or
Israel Beer Mizhicz, as he Is called by
the thousands of pilgrims who flock
to his home ft Sadogora, is
only 25
years old. But his learning Is so
great that many old and wise rabbis
come from ail over the world to hear
liim speak wisdom.
For over 100
years has the family of Beer Mizricz
reigned in Sadogora, moving thither
when the Russian conquest of Volhy-si- a
subjected the Jews there to persecution. For over a century they havj
healed millions of sick, both in body
and mind. The people of Sadogora
whisper that the great Beer dealt in
wonderful mysticism; that he had
only to talk to and pray over a sick
man to make him well. His gift has
descended down many generations
and now rests with Israel.
Lives In Big Palace.

Ha lives in a large palace, just outside the little town of Sadogora. He
is surrounded by a little court of
faithful followers,
some of whom
never leave him. When pilgrims
come to see him they must pass
through quite a guard of courtiers
who see that the applicants are really in earnest, or really ill in mind or
body, and have not come out of mere
idle curiosity. The rooms of the palace contain many beautiful things,
gifts of grateful pilgrims to eight
generations of healers. But Israel
Beer Mizricz seldom goes into these
splendid apartments. He spends most
of his time in a quiet, Dare room, at
the far end cf tho palace, or in the
temple of prayer, which his
built on the prem
ises. Those who want to see him are
given permission to enter the bare
room. Grave conversation then takes
place, followed by prayer. The patient returns again and again, until
he is well. If he is rich he leaves
money for good works; but the poor
are helped out of their financial trou
bles as well.
Israel has reigned since 1905, when
his father, also Israel, died. At the
age of 18 he was married to a rich
girl from Russia.-- Neither had seen
the other until the marriage took
place. Her wealth Is spent in relieving the distress of their poor brethren all over the world, Rnd especially
in Russia and Austria.
Israel Is a strict ritualist. All the
observances of his race are kept with
great regularity. His constant fasts
and work tired him out to such an
extent that It was thought needful for
him to leave Sadorgbra for six weeks.
He refused to go at first, but sail
that his health would fail him it he
had no rest So lasi summer for the
first time in his life ho left the precincts of his uttle domain, and went
to Baden, near Vienna. The quietest
possible villa was chosen, and he
traveled with 15 of his court. His
wife did not accompany him, and no
women were allowed to be of the
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well-stocke- d

"Old Soldier" writes:
Answer: Three grain sulpherb
"I would
like to know what to do for rheuma- tablets (not sulphur table's) is the
tism, as I am so crippled that I can- best known remeuy for the blood.
not walk, r'lease answer at once." They are made from sulphur, creaji
Answer: Here is the best remedy of tartar and herh medicines whicfl
for rheumatism that is known, and act directly on the blood, purifying
if taken according to directions you it, thus causing the pimples to diswill soon be out again and be tsorng appear and the skin to become fresh
and well. Get 2 drams of iodide of ant healthy looking. Tnese sul-- :
tablets are packed In sealed
potassium; 4 drams solium salicy- pherb
tubes arid can be bought at any drug
one-hacz.
of
wine
late;
colchic'um;
store. They will also cure your kid s
1 oz. comp. essence cardiol, 1 oz.
trouble and indigestion.
comp. fluid balmwort, and 5 ozs. ney
m
of syrup sarsaparilla comp. Mix and
"Mrs. O." The best remedy for?
take a teaspoonful at meal time and
bedwettlng in children is to give
again before going to bed.
them 10 to 15 drops in water before
of the following.
Tincture
"Laura" says: "Some lime ago I meals
1 dram; tincture rhus aromatic,;
contracted a very severe cold and
2 drams, and comp. fluid balmwort,'
cough. I have tried many remedies. 1
oz.
but they do not seem to help me at
all. I wiBh you would advise me what
"For the past
"Audrey" writes:
to do."
year I have suffered greatly with caAnswer. What you need is a lax tarrh.
It has affected my blool,
ative cough syrur, one that will drive stomach and bowels to such an exthe coif from your system. The fol- tent that I suffer constantly.
Can
I
lowing prescription will cure your you tell me a cure?"
coll and cough: Get a 2 oz. packAnswer: I heartily recommend
age of concentrateu essence mentho-laxen- e the use of
antiseptic vilane powder
and make according to direc- for the cure of
catarrh. First ask
tions on the bottle. Take a. teaspoonyour druggist for a 2 oz: package of
two
ful every hour or
or ur.tU your vilane
then
powder;
thoroughly,
cold is better
This will cure you m cleanse the
nostrils with the follow-a very few days.
ing wash: One-hal- f
teaspoonful ot
the powder to .a pint of warm water.
'1
can Use
writes:
"Stenograpner"
this several times a day y
scarcely do my work on account of snuffing the water from the
palm of
the ten-Pildistress In my etomach the hand
the
after
through
nostrils;
after eating. I have a heavy feeling which make balm
a toa-- ;
mixing
by
in my stomach and fas forms. I am
spoonful of vilane powder with one
also constipated."
ounce of lard or vaseline and appl;-tAnswer: This condition if negthe nostrils dally. Internal treat'
lected will cause appendicitis. You ment for the stomach, bowels anJ
should begin at once and take tablets blood Should he used. Syrup sarsaptriopeptine, wnich can be bought In arilla comp., 4 ozs.; comp. fluid' batnu
any drug store at small cost. They wort, 1 oz.; fluid ext buchu, 1 oz
are packed in sealed cartons with full Mix and shake well
take a ted
I
directions accompanying the package. spoonful four times a day.
f
I am sure many cases of appendicitis
could be prevented by the use of trio"Sorrowful May" says: "My scalp
is covered with dandruff, my hair is
peptine.
Please help ir.f
oi'y and straggling
;'A. R." writes: "Please send me a so that I may look like other glrla."
prescription for a good tonic. I am
Answer: You can very easily "lool
weak and Ipntruid nil the time, have like other eirls" if vnn will trot n'
no .appetite vand cannot sleep at the
drug store a 4 oz. Jar of plain
night"
yellow minyol and use it according to
Answer: Obtain the following in- the directions given, it will cure dangredients from your uruggist and druff and make your hair soft and
take for several weeks and you will fluffy and make it grow. This treat- be strong and healthy. Syrup of
ment differs from all others and 1
comp., t ozs.; tincture have actually seen the most wondercadomene comp., 1 oz. (not carda-mon- ) ful transformations when people have
and take a teaspoonful before used this only two or three times.
a
each meal. Shake well before tak"Ann" writes: "Could you prescribe ,
ing.
something to increase my weight? 1
"Will you am tall and th-Miss Beatrice asks:
to. such an einbar
please prescribe lor one who Is too rasslng degree that I am frequenUy
'
fleshy so that about 30 pounds can subjected' to slighting remarks."
be taken off?''
Answer:
been prescribeu with great sucAnswer: Obtain of any well stockarbo-len- e
cess as Indicated by gratifying- lftt
ed druggist
tube of
tablets and take regularly as ters from hundreds of girls who suf- t
per directions accompanying same. fer as you do. These tablets can be.
Many of my patients have reluced at purchased In sealed packages from
the rate of a pound a day withcut any well stocked arug store and full
directions are. given inside. Ttw
any 111 results.
should be taken regularly for abcui
"Unhappy Mav writes: "I suffer two months, and you will be surpritj- constantly with headaches, Indiges- ed to note the color In your checU-- i
tion and kidney ttrouble. My skin is and Hps end your weight will in- crease from 15 to 30 pounds.
pimply and dly.
lf
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Somehow there exists a vast amount ot
aeeplUlam as to the posallilldy of curing
CoiiHumptton. We etnle none but facta,
and re Htnccre tn what we assert.
If we were afflicted with Tuberculosis,
we should do prectKely
what we alc
others to do take Kekmnn's Alterative
reason we
The
and
promptly
faithfully.
should do this and warrant we have
for asking all Consumptives to taka
It, la thnt we have the reports of many
recoveries, one of which follows:
1(11!) Susquehanna
Ave., 1'hlln., Fa.
"Oentleineti
For two years I was
with hemorrliaKcs of the lnriRS,
the number toln'cit nearly one hundred.
Chir family physician
advised
another
climate, ns to remain would prolmlily tie
fatal, However, I remained, and In February of 1H02, I was iiken with a severe,
attack of pneumonia. When 1 recovered
Riitliclctitly to walk about the hoiiMe I was
left siili a frltfhlful lincklitK coiu;h,
which no medicine I liad taken could alleviate. H was nt this time. March, lliol',
that I learned of find started tnklim
Kckmnn's Alterative,
In a short time
my couch m, k'oiip and I was pronounced
well.
Since that time I have had two
h VM Bltact-,f pneumonia and I have
resorted to no other medicine to effect a
cure
-- I
atti nt present in excellent health and
fee) that as hunt us I
obtain F.ck-ma- n
s Alterative.
I have no four of
I cannot speak too lilchlv for
the boi.i1 St hns ih. ne ¬
.,11
ts
TIOWAKT)
I.. KI,OT7:.
niive Ik eti'eotiv,. In lirnn-lia- y
chiiW
Fever: Throat and
I. nut li
s and in upbiitMinfi- the
svstem. Inic , t contain pollens, opiates
or hnhit-f'irmlnilrn
Ask fnr booklet
t"Hin r f i
t ,,,,,1
te to Kckman
-,
v !
i
,,,!
h,i,j
denci
r a i
sit leading drt;K$isl
E. C. Murpfiey
Ci
.1 Drug Cx

f.

number. Most of the 15 were kept
busy guarding thir "king" from would-bvlHltors, who. practically bombard
ed the villa as roon as it was known
that the great Irrael Beer Mlzrici
had left his retirement. The others
saw that his food was prepared as at
Sadogora, and served him with their
e

be depended upon and Is pleasant at"!
safe to take. For ialo by oil dealers,
Adv.

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Ui
ward for any case of Catarrh thnt
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
own handB
Cure.
When Israel left TPdc-- to return to
F. J. CHEM5Y & CO.. Tolcto, O
his strenuous duties, tho road to the
ive
We, the umlen.U ned,
station was lined with crowds easor P. J. Ctiene; fer t'.o s t l'i J
to see him. Rut he traveled in n and believe him ptrfct'v ho'in iV
; f i
,
closed carriage and prisscd nt once In all liHHfn"i twiM.ut .
' '
c .t r
into the train. Those who saw . is anclnlly able to c
struck w M- Uom made bv U! firm.
pale, young face
olts nobility and
NATIONAL I V
i
farnestnepn.
So this young recluse who, Ihotifiit
Hall's Caturh C s it '
Ignorant ot Mfe at first hum!, hoars
as ninny of life's scorois during the nally acting C
"v t
i i
year as a doyen titer priests, has and mucous h
'
now returned
to his rich pahice, Testimonials t f
"
1
almost a per bottle.
where he Is a lonely
Take Ha!l'6
prisoner.
1
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GAOkvar' of BuTuda. But it ought to
be nTveryUifllcult matter to entertain Alfonso. -- .He could go to the
ball games. Bee the chorus girls, trav
el out t,,the frontier of Chicago or
Kansas City and see them kill hogs,
and shake hands with President Wilson. Alfonso would have a good
time, all right. And America wouldn't mind seeing the royal scape-gracKansas City Journal.
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READY FOR MARDI DISCLOSES
GRAS IN NEW

TALE

OF A STRANGE

0RLF1S

PAST

ARE

THE

IN

FESTIVITIES

HELD ON THEFT CHARGE
RELATES ADVENTURES IN
THE DIAMOND FIELDS.

MArN

New Orleans, La.. Jan. 31. The eve1 London, Jan. 31. Behind a comthe Mardi Gras festivities finds monplace charge of tueft heard behotels and boarding houses of fore Allan Lawrie, at Loudon
the
has
there was an extraordinary
New Orleans filled with visitors from
of a man's past. The prisoner,
Twenty-sevestates enforce sanl-Uir- every part of the country. Although story
the opening of the: carnival proper is a well educated man, givine the name
regulations in factories?.
still several days distant, there are of Charles Alfred Williams, aged 35,
machinists
There are 100,000 union
visible and abundant that was sentenced to three years' penal
Indications
in this country.
the
annual
period of festivity is at servitude and subsequent deportation
To improve the slum district a Los
entire downtown section to America for having stolen an over
hand.
The
build
will
cheap
Angele. society
of the city has put on gala attire and coat, valued at $2.50
houses for workmen.
On going into the witness box Wilwith
Farm wages with board in the Uni the streets are filled nightly
liams
of
on
put forward a remarkable debent
crowds
getmerrymakers
ted States averaged for men $10.09 a
fence. He prefaced his remarks oy
fill
of
mirth
their
and
ting
pleasure.
mouth in 1866; $13.53 in 1875, and
Masking on the streets, despite the handing in a large bundle of docu$20.80 in. 1909.
fact
that it is frowned upon on any ments, and explaining that among
Rhode Island and South Carolina
other
than Mardi Grasi itself, Is those were personal letters from the
day
as
have prohibited the employment
editors of leading London newspapers
to
the
gayety.
night messengers of boys under 21 adding New
and others when he was negotiating
The
Mardi
carni
Orleans
Gras
and 18 years, respectively.
old
as
as
val
is
the city itself. Long to go, out to the Balkans as war corwho
Ga., electricians,
Svannah,
before
of Louisiana respondent.
the
acquisition
were organized a few months ago,

fcntered at the pustoffice at Kaut
L.s Vegas, New Mexico, for transmisThe .Hell Telephone company
sion through the United States malls
as second cla3a matter.
17j,0,i0 employes on its payroll

of

-0-0-00
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, by Carrier:

Per

I

Copy

Ones

Wjf:k
Be Month
One Year

-

.06
15
65
7.50

Daily by Mall
16.00
3.00

One Year
Clx Month

WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
$2.0
One Year
fits Months

from the French the carnival fetes
have established one of the best unions
were famous! Since the transfer of
includes
The
in
membership
the city.
tions)
Louisiana territory to the United
Roinit by draft, check or money every eligible electrician.
States, in 1S93, American customs and
the
earners
in
teder. K sent otherwise we will not The number of wage
American methods gradually have sup
In
United
the
automobile
Industry
responsible for loss.
'
the automobile planted the deeply rooted French, cuspwdnT copies free on appllca-- ' States is 75,721 and
be estimated toms, until today the most exclusive
is
to
said
wage standard
JSoa.
somewhat higher than that of other of the old French families are as typias those whose an
cally American
AT industries.
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
cestors came over in the Mayflower.
been
started
A
has
bitter
fight
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME"
Of all the old customs and traditions,
against the company or
PAID FOR
.Me"
stores conducted by tie the Mardi Gras pageants alone have
"Fluclc
changes
iron
and coal and coke com. successfully resisted the
and
steel
Advertisers are guaranteed the
wrought by time. With very few inin
the
Pittsburgh
pa.nies
Operating
circulation
and
weekly
iargost dally
novations the festivities are repeated
at any newspaper In northern New district in Pennsylvania.
in the same way they
The International Brotherhood of year after year
were
a century and more
conducted
Bookbinders asserts it has gained in
matter
As
a
of fact there
ago.
membership about one thousand in the
been
little
in the forn ot
has
TELEPHONES
change
lust four, months, and now has a total
the festivities since , their origin in
Main 2 meinbershia in good
FASTNESS OFFICE
of
standing
the sacrifice of the Lupercalla in
KTSWS DRPARTMENT
Mais
about eleven thousand.
centuries before the beginning
Rome,
W
For the first lime since the I.
of the Christian era..
com
full
V.
the
strike,, last spring,
'
FRIDAY, JANUARY 31i 1913.
The festivities get into swing some
plement of laborers is now at work
weeks before, the abservance of
three
Grand
of
the
on the western division
A KING MAY VISIT US
the Mardi Gras proper. The program
Trunk Pacific. There are now 2,500
construction is ushered in 12 nights before Christmen working in the
mas with the grand ball of the Twelfth
King Alfonso of Spain is a joyous
and carefree young monarch, who is camps.
Revelers. There are dozens of
More than, twenty thousand men of Night
continually breaking the rules. He
carnival
organizations all of which
of the United States
chafes under the restraints of royal the warships
weeks
25 cents give balls during the several
contributed
fleet
Atlantic
of
etiquette, and when he Is not pickles
Gras.
Mardi
these
Most
preceding
each for a' wedding present to Miss
of
pieces of bombs out pi bis anatomy
for
the
balls
masking
provide
of
what
he engages in boyish pranks tmt Helen 'Gould in appreciation
The celebration is not confinguests.
scandalize the court and amaze the she has done'for the service.
ed to any one class of society.
There are only 425 factory inspectpeople. Instead of settling down as
The formal fetes open the Thursa staid and dignified monarch, Al- ors in the. whole country to care for day before Mardi Gras with the paindustrial
fonso Is given to giddy doings that 268,4M manufacturing and
over an area geant of the Mystic Krewe of Comus.
would ill become the ordinary hus- establish mentsi spread
In this and other of the carnival paband and father. He refuses to take o 3,024.507 square miles and engagin geants the floats comprise a series
earners.
an average of 6,615,040 wage
things seriously. When the grandees
of tableaux depicting scenes and inOf 13 state legislatures in which
to
hint
into
the
throne
herd
Hianage
cidents taken from some play, legend
room for a iecture on behavior he child labor bills were introduced last or literary classic,
on
sub
the
ten passed laws
laughs at them and asks what Is th.e year,
Rex, the king of the carnival, is due
The tendency is toward Short
good of being a king if a chap can't jocL
to reach the city next Monday morner hours with, higher minimum age
get any fun out of Me Job.
ing. He supposedly.', is arriving from
It Is not at all surprising under restriction antf the prohibition of night Arabia and the royal, yacht is met in
'the circumstances that Alfonso has work.
the river below the, pj.ty by hundreds
Forty-eigh- t
national and internation
developed a sudden end impulsive
of
craft and given a noisy welcome.
desire to visit the United States. At al unions report the following benefits The feature of Jie initial day's proTotal
of organization for the year:
seemed
firBt the proposition
gram is the landing of Rex and his
No kin" of Spain had increase in wages, $30,188,088.68; toretinue and their parade to the
royal
ever thought of such an absurd thing tal reductioin hours of labor, 21,- centre of the city, where the king of
before. All of Alfonso's friends and 113,093; wages represented by redu
the carnival is formally presented
relatives had considered a trip to tion in hours of labor, $6,270,980.72.
with the keys of the city. During
A ten per cent increase in pay has
Paris under proper guardianship
the several days and nights following
erahted"
of
Lines
bvhe National
the acme of 'earthly delights. But been
will be a succession of brilliant
there
Alfonso has been to Paris many times Mexleo 'fo 'mechanics jn au shops of pageants and balls.
the system,, following a strike that
and he is tired of the
tied up "die! service on the
advantages of that capital as an all but,
FOR PROGRESSIVE LEGISLATION.
"thousand'
miles of railroad
several
for
mecca.
He
amusement
longs
Harrisburg, Pa., Jan. 31. A comsomething different. He could visit operated by the Mexican government mittee composed of members
the kaiser, but that would not be recently.
legislature and representatives of the
exciting. It would mean merely a
democratic state committee met toBOOTH
RETIRES.
COLONEL
round of dignified ceremonials with
day and agreed upon measures of
a change of uniform every half hour. Washington. T. d. Jan. 31. After progressive legislation that will ue
And when one comes to think about nearly 45 years' of active service,
now in
to Colonel Charles A. Booth, "formerly urged, upon the legislature
It, the opportunities for a King
enactand
consideration
session
for
in
In command of the Twenty-sixtenjoy himself are quite limited.
six In num
measures
ment.
The
are
"When one king visits another it is a fantry, was placed on the retired list ber.
They call for a corrupt prac
own appli
dreary affair. What Alfonso oraves of the army today upon hjs
the stricter regulation of
tices
act,
of
is
is excitement. He wanls to breaK cation. Colonel Booth a native
a state-widprimary,
utilities,
from public
away from the .conventional diver Vermont and was graduated
ballot
of
the
evils
the
o'
elimination
sions laid down by the rules and reg West Foint in 1872. For 28 years he
woman and child labor,, anil emlaws,
In
when
served
with
heels
the
Seventh
his
infantry.
..nations and kick up
and v'oiivin'ghien's
'
1900 he was promoted major of 'the ployers' llabiljly
'
ever find as'iiigh' as ho pleases.
'' "
'
compensation.
AIf
has
Sixth
beet
infantry. Recently he
It would not W' surprising
and 'Stationed at the headquarters of the
lfonso should pock nig' "suitcase
NOTABLES FOR GOOD ROADS.
board a warship ,"for tW" Hulled central division at Chicago.
would
hazard
Springfield, 111., Jan. 1. Governor
some
states. Naturally
James M. Cox of' Ohio headed a list
MINT MANAGER ACCUSED
Spain
to allnohe.i to this adventure.
Anarof
notable speakers who were heard
unrest.
21.
Donver.
Jan.
the
of
Violation of
Is In a condition
In
the convention of the State Good
at
civil
right
rules
favorbananas
and
service
political
chists are selling
soassociation in this city. In
Roads
and'
the
are
itism
among charges made against
front of the royal palace
to the Chip executive the
discontent
addition
M.
Frank
of
Downer,
superintendent
cialists are fomenting
too,
cooks.
Then,
the Denver mint, in a comnlaint filed speakers included President E;lmund
among the royal
with
James of the University of Illinois,
since the recent unpleasantness real-- with the United Stales mint bureau J.
a
G. Kdens, president of the
at
hasn't
William
to
announceWashington,
according
'l
Spain
Staics
Ui.:!
to
ment
Illinois
made
Highway Improvement assotoday.
serviceable warship guaranteed
ocean.
John M. Stahl, who has
is
and
the
The
across
ciation,
signed
complaint
by
George
rawy the king
wants
as the next secretary
mentioned
and
Alfonso
Albert McElroy, former been
W. Lind
I ln6,e are trifles.
chances
the United States.
of
at
the
mint
of
the
It
baaed
is
on
and
employes
agriculture
Z'mim to America
the charges' that in the last two years
. fh-- .t lie will do 80 in spite of
Downer has "Juggled BUILDERS' SUPPLY ASSOCIATION
And bo would bare a gcod
e we lists of civil service employes
su
be
and
To
New Orleans, La., Jan. 31. The anin this country.
rn-,c la
failed 'to reinstate men in the order nual convention
of the National
curtained
t.ocr
vlb-In which they have been furloughed." Builders' Supply association is in sese lavo bad'
.
.,, ultUmrh
The charges also were filed with sion bere with members in attendlittle
'M
" a of the nnthe United States civil servb'o commis- ance from nearly all parts of the
. )
. lis
;
glands and sion in P'Wcr.
country.
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In these circumstances

my misfortune when at
meet all elcpsos of crimto
Capetown
inals. In South. Africa millionaires
now resident in Lonlon, who bought
diamonds by similar mgthods to what
I did had sufficient influence in parliament to have certain laws passed
which enacted that the poor man
muBt not buy diamonas, but a millionaire can buy millions of pounds'
worth. In spite of all I have gone
through I am making an neroic effort
to retrieve the pant and hold up my
head among honest men."
In reply to Mr. Grain, prosecuting,

it has been

o
0

the accused said that his right name
was Arthur Br.aun, though he had
adpassed under that of Searle. Ho
mitted the following convictions and
sentences: 1903, North London, sessions, bound over; Kimberly, seven
years' penal servitude; rearrested in
1905, the witness said that he was
finally released in 1907.. Since then
he had served the following punishments: 1908, Middlesex sessions, 21
months' imprisonment for stealing
street, obbags; 1910, Marlborough
six
false
pretenses,
$25
by
taining
obmonths; 1911, London sessions,
months.
15
$100
by fraui,
taining

INTEREST

IN BANDITS' TRIAL

Paris, Jan. 31. Not since Mme.
Steinheil was tried several years ago
for the alleged murder of her hushas a trial
band and mother-in-lain Paris excited the intense interest
survivexhibited"ln'the"cases"oTthe
Bonnet-Garnie- r
the
of
members
ing
be
gang of motor bandits, who will
called to the bar next Monday to answer to a long list of charges of roba number
bery and murder. Though
of members of the gang, including the
most prominent leaders, met death in
resisting the sensational siege by the
are
police some months ago, there
tried.
to
be
are
who
21
members
still
For the accommodation of the unusa
ually large number of prisoners
in the
built
been
has
dock
special
assize court at the Palais de Justice.
It has also been deemed advisable to
construct in the courtroom a large
glass case for the numerous exhibits,
of
including an amazing assortment slungdaggers,
revolvers, carbines
shots and other weapons found on the
prisoners when they were taken into

o
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THE OLD RELIABLE

B!AIN WAGON

"What are these
papers put tu.
for?" asked lr. Lawrie.
"To show whether it was feasible
or possible that I would commit so
contemptible a crime as to rob a boy
of his $2.50 overcoat when my own
cost $31.50," replied the prisoner.
added that he nad arranged with
t
picture film company to receive $100
? . "
,
.
, "
' i
a week for taking photographs at the
war. Other letters referred, he said,
to a company representing leading
London firms, 'whose nrmes
are
synonymous with inco'ruptibility and
integrity," and also a diamond syndicate in South Africa with which he
was connected as a partner. Williams
further claimed to have been com
nected with a leading financial institution up to 1893. .
Confederate Forfeits Bail.
"In 1902 warrarts were issued in
South Africa against a well known
diamond magistrate and myself for
buying diamonds without a license,"
'
he added. "I was admitted to bail in custody.
$50,000, and the diamond magnate in
He escaped and forfeited his
$20,000.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
bail bonds. I faced the music and
New York. Jan, 31.Profit taking
was sentenced to seven years' Imprisand selling of Can stocks followed
to 10 lower,
7.40; bulls $56; calves $6.E
onment with hard labor. The Ameri- the announcement on the stock ex- transactions were 2
western steers $6.508; western
to
for
can government I am a.n American
at
9.75;
$19.15
with
$19.10
deMay
been
had
change today that a plan
cows
lard
and
took the matter up.'lind it was ap$10.20
for
$10.17
$3.756.50.
vised for paying off the stock, divi- pork,
Hogs,
receipts ,7,000. Market H
pealed to e.very court in the country, dends of 32 per cent on the prefer- to $10.25 for ribs.
lower.
Bulk of sales $7.35
cents
but unfortunately therre was. no crimT,he closing quotations .were:";;
red stock by selling $15,000,000 five
butchers and
inal appeal except m certain points.
7.50;
Sep
heavy
May
common
July
$7.307.45;
Wheat,
93;
91;
cent debentures. The
I was Bent away an .invalid for life, per
$7.35
tember
lights
re$7.407.5O;
packers
89.
touched
which had
46,
to die, but I did not die.. I escape!, slock,
Corn, May 52; July 53; Septem 7.50; pigs $6.257.
43
sagged
the
and
to
preferred
and after traveling s,w0 miles I lapsed 129 to
ber 54.
Sheep, receipts 2,000. Market 10
from
12tys.
reached England, a fugitive from juscents
higher. Muttons $45.50; ColoOats, May 34; July 34; SeptemStandard stocks, generally active,
tice. I afterwards represented one
rado
lambs
34.
ber
$7.758.40; range wethwere not affected by these fluctiations,
of the largest firms in the world,
ers
and
Jan.
$19.30;
May
yearlings
$57.50; range
Pork,
the
to
$19.07;
chill
a
which acted rather as
1 was
with a capital of $100,000.
ewes $3.255.
enthusiasm displayed yester-terda- y July $19.10.
bullish
connected also with a branch estabLard, Jan. $10.02; May $10.17;
than as a cause of fresh liquidlishment in Chancery lane, when 1
NOTICE.
$10.17.
July
were
easy.
ation. Bonds
was arrested for having escaped from
Notice
la
Jan.
hereby
given to all whom
May
Ribs,
$10.17;
$10.17;
Bullish operations were resumed in
t;
prison in South Africa and for buy- confident fashion wltU . the demand July $10.15.
it may concern, that, the undersigned
was on the 30th day of January, 1913.
ing $85,000 worth of diamonds. The
to the established div
LIVE STOCK
CITY
ambassador kindly gave me his pro- running largely
KANSAS
appointed1 executor of the last will
1
idend payers. Union Pacific rose
l,
Kansas City, January 31. Cattle, and testament of Laura L. E.
tection, but finally my appeal against
1.
Steel
194
Copper
and
200 southerns,
extradition failed, before the lord Readme
1,000,
deceased.
Including
receipts
a heartier tone,
I went back. My stocks also betrayed
chief justice.
Market steady to strong.. Native All persons having claims against
was a large accumulation
there
and
friends in the African
steers
parliament
$78.75; southern steers $5.75 the estate of said deceased must preof the low priced independent stocks
southern cows . and heifers sent them within the time prescribed
7.75;
brought about an inquiry, and the
The market closed weak. , Spasmo
chief of the detective department,
native cows and heifers by law.
dic selling cancelled practically all ot $3.756.25;
whom I had
Blockers and feeders $5.75
E. E. GEHRING.
previously Impugned,
$47.50;
in the principal
was called upon on the question of the day's advances
and
Steel
railroad stocks andjforced
'
his motives.
below yes
"His answer was tto blow bis Amalgamated fractionally
close.
terday's
brains out, and' t was, released, and
Neglect of the Can stocks In the
granted, a free pardon for a crime I
rt of the y. afforded some
had, never' done,, after, serving one
bear selling of the general
for
pretext
was
I
year and eight months; but
on,
tie ground that the manipur
sentenced to two ears imprisonment list,!
of
lation
the advance of those securiofbecause I would not tell who the
concluded.
can
be
ties
at
involved
the
were
who
were
ficers
follows:
as
were
sales
The
closing
time of my escape and who Jld not
"3
Copper
give warning of my escape until 48 Amalgamated
118;,
hours afterwards. After my fentence Sugar
.
4Q3
I returned to this country, and re Atchison
- This
119
Special Sale of Laces includes our com.
commenced business, forming a com Northern Pailie
165
Af
Reading
South
pany with my partner in
plete stock of all over Laces.Bandings.Trimming
....108
Southern Pacifio
rica.
160
"
Pacifio
Union
u'3
Many Times in Prison.
.,,!
Laces, Galoons and Trimmings of ail kinds! 1
i
I'll Is better to take you Into my United States Steel !..........,;
i
'" "
United States Steel, ptd. ...110
i
"
'.'rtlwA'-vw-iconfidence,'' because "it is only the
nAi
I'i'i r. ,uu
i.
!;- i ". ".
1
have
truth that can save me today.
Some very ; pretty embroideries still left.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
had 'much trouble and anxiety., Mv
Chicago, Jan. 31. Fenr of a cold
fiancee died during my absence, .and
Edges, Insertions, floucings, all over Embroider1 wave southwest endangering the winat
Jiight
I
am sitting utf
when
sent
wheat
ter
today
hu'higher.
crop
ies in goocj patterns will be offered
sometimes see double. I am only
1 Rumors that the Turkish envoys had
man, and 1 think i am clover, and
been ordored home from Imdon
do things in that mood with no crlmcounted also against the bears. Predictions of large world shipments,
1- -3
THE CHILDREIJ however, tended to restrain the adto
vance. The opening was
6u
ALSO FOR BROWN
V1ja
93
to
at
started
RELIABLE
up.
May
93,
QUIC K . SAFE NARCOTICS
to
, and rose to 33.
gain of
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

OUR WHITE
GOODS SALE

"THE LUXURY"

PERSONALS

CABINET

Ralph Rohrerf left this afternoon on
a short trip to Onava,
T. T. Thomas of Onava was a visit
Will continue until February
or in the city last evening and. today.
1st. Same reductions in priPedro A. Bustos, a well known
ces as
rancher; was a visitor in the
19c
city today.
25c values
Mrs.'; W. G.- Benjamin returned this
25c
35c values afternoon from Denver, where she
43i
50c to 65c vp lues
has been visiting for several days.
59c
75c to 85c values
Judge William J. Mills, who has been
79c
$1.00 values
in El Paso, Tex., for several days,
89c
$1.25 values
returned to the city this afternoon.
1.19
$1.50 values
William L. Hubbard of Bangor, Me.,
.
1.49
$2.00 to $2.50 values-arrived in the city last evening and
1.98
values--$2.50
will be a visitor here for several days.
James Leonard drove into the city
The Popular Price Store
from Trout
afternoon
yesterday
Springs and was a visitor here today.
metal removable flour bin,
Attorney O, A. Larrazolo returned ALL 60 pounds. Sanitary glass sugar
in swinging bracket, wire shelves
this afternoon from Wagon Mound,
AGENTS FOR.
where he has been spending a few and door pocket, full sliding Nicholoid top
metal br ad and cake box, removable, duet
days on business.
crystal
Mrs. Jennie Kohn of Chicago, 111., and mouse-prooarrived' in" the city last evening and spice jars; bread board. Cathedral g'ass
will be a visitor here for a week, stop- doors, while enamel interior.
SHOES
"If your husband won't buy you a Luxury
ping at- th, Plaza hotel.
NET IDEA 10c Patient
Cabinet get another busband."
Mr. and Mrs. 'P. H. Lahl of Mon- PHONE MAIN 104
inouthUl., who have been visitors in A Dollar a week will pay for one at
Las Vegas for' the past ten days, left
this afternoon for Chicago, 111.'
electrical foreman for
A. B.
MONTEZUMA COMMITTEE the SantaYoung,
Fe Railway company, with
CO
headquarters in Topeka, Kan., arrived
M.
Y.
A.
C.
The
w'll
Opposite
WORKING ON A PLAN in the city this afternoon and
be a visitor here for several days.
Miss Rebecca Rowland, who for the here
today by August Herrman, presi
IT IS EXPECTED THAT THE HO p?st month has been visiting In Los
dent of the Cincinnati club. The mesIN
TEL WILL BE
Angeles, Calif., returned to Las Vegas sage was from Frank G. Bancroft,
THE NEAR FUTURE
this afternoon and will take up her business manager of the , Cincinnati
duties as librarian at the Carnegie club, who is in
Carlisle, Pa., where
The citizens' committee appointed library at once.
made an effort to secure Thorpe's
he
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Lyon left this
by President W. J. Lucas of the Com
services..
mercial club, which, has in charge the afternoon for Albuquerque where they
Monof
the
matter of the rehabitating
will visit Mrs. Lyon's mother. From
tezuma hotel properties, met yester- Albuquerque Mr. Lyon will go to
CHANGES REVENUE SYSTEM
Hot Springs, where he plans to
day afternoon to discuss several matDenver, Jan. 31. Among the numters which have been brought before spend a few days.
erous bills introduced in the present
it during the past few days regarding
George H. Hunker returned last legislature are a number that contem'the propeties. With the
evening from the southern part of the plate almost revolutionary changes in
of the Santaj Fe Railway company the state where he has been on an ex- the revenue system of Colorado. The
citizens' committee expects shortly to tended trip In the interests of the Peo provisions in these bills include the
evolve a plan whereby some definite nies Bank and Trust company ;, of gradual introduction of a
single tax
and final action will be taken regard- which he Is the vice president
system, a system of income taxes, as
Division Superintendent F. L. Myers sessment of property at full cash va
ing the Montezuma.
Jefferson Raynolds, chairman of tile of the Santa Fe Railway company, lue and" the reduction of the mill levy.
committee, states that the committee returned fp JLas Vegas this afternoon
should be ready in a short time to from Albuquerque, where he has been
announce publicly the plans on which spending several days on business.
M. Martinez and Leandro Bustos of STOCK
EXCHANGE NOT
ihey are at work. Every citizen of
Las Vegas and in fact of the entire Rociada were visitors in the city last
state, is deeply Interested in this mat evening, leaving for their home this
WILLING TO CONFOREi
ter and it is the hope of everybody morning. Mr.- Martinez says there Is
that the Montezuma Hot Springs will an exceptionally large amount of snow
come into their own and help make on the top of the range, but that the
INFORMS GOVERNOR SULZER IT
Las Vegas one fo the best known re sides of the mountains are practically
DOES NOT APPROVE HIS INsorts in the southwest
bare of snow.
Ro-cia-

here-to-for-

e.

-

mimm

f;

seven-set-pie-

me ROSENTHAL
FUR.NITUR.E

Fay-woo- d
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CASTRO 13 RELEASED
New York, Jan. 3L Cipriano
former president of Venezuela,
walked the streets of New York this

afternoon, temporarily a free man un
der writ of habeas corpus issued by
Judge Holt in the federal court Argument on the question of making the
writ permanent will be heard on Friday next
A surety company
furnished the
$500 bail.
The case was brought before Judge Holt as the result of the
lefusal of the department of commerce and labor to admit the general
to this country. His lawyers pointed
out that Castro had already been held
at Ellis Island "for several weeks "in
a manner sufficiently outrageous to satisfy the vindictiveness of any one,"
United States District Attorney
Wise vigorously opposed the application for bail, urging that even temporary liberty to Castro would defeat
the purpose of the department in the
steps it has already taken. The court,
however, sustained the application and
fixed next Friday for hearing argu-

31, 1913.
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The Secret of Success
Is not so much in knowing how to make money as in knowing

how to hold on to it.
Deposited in the SAVINGS DEPARTMENT of jthis BANK the
temptation to spend is removed and there is always a growing
incentive to add more.
The "SECRET of SUCCESS" will bean open book to you when
you become a regular money saver at this bank.

4

Interest Paid On All Savings Deposits

PEOPLE'S BANK & TRUST CO.
Iei- Vegj&M,
Mex.
-

ments.
Followed by a curious crowd Castro
went immediately to a hotel where
he had engaged a suite. He is to
speak Wednesday at a dinner of the

Northwestern society at which John
Hays Hammond Is to preside. Mayor
Gaynor, it was announced, had invited
Castro to make hire, a call.
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BOYS DEMONSTRATE OLD

CHILD IS DROWNED.
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 31. The
CAN DO
body of Marjorie Louise
Davis, 2
years old, was found at 4 p. m. yesterday at the bottom of a well in
the rear of the home of Martin Eck-er- t, MEMBERS OF THE JUNIOR CLASS
OF THE Y. M. C. A. GIVE AN
16C6 Routh Arno street
The
ENTERTAINMENT
well
an
the
child fell into
probably
hour before. She was the daughter
A crowd that filled the gallery and
of Mr. and MrB. Harry P. Davis. The
father is a conductor in the employ overflowed down stairs, witnessed the
Traction com- Junion Y. M. C. A. class' exhibiof the Albuquerque
tion in the Y. M. C. A gymnapany.
Mrs. Davis
the child sium last night It waa probably the
saw
about 2 o'clock. The little girl was most interested audience that ever
playing about the yard at her home gathered at the Y. M. C. A., because
then. Soon afterward' Mrs. Davis for the most part it was composed of
d began a search. the fathers and mothers of the boys.
missed her
When tie girl had not been found at On the platform reserved for the honthe end of an hour, several neighbors or guests were Professor Rufus Meade,
Dr. E. B. Shaw, Charles Ilfeld, William
joined the mother.
Mrs. Eckert, when she went to the Shilllnglaw and George H. Kinkel.
well for water, noticed that vae
Alvin AppeL the smallest boy in the
boards over the top had been lifted. class, In a neat lift, j speech, welA rock she had placed' on the boards, comed the folks and then the little
had been rolled to one side. She did fellow climbed up on the piano stool

WHAT THEY

lat

DOCTOR" IS

I

tor that He made his victims think
they were getting something for nothing and they were simply trapped by

their own avarice.

The McCartys left Clay Center in
or at least Luther did. It is said
that Old Comanche had threatened
to send him to the reform, school.
Dr. McCarty, now
White Eagle,
lives at Piqua, Ohio, at present, but;
he still owns property at Clay Center.
THE SENIOR McCARTY IS REMEM- His houses there are pointed yellow.
BERED IN CLAY CENTER AND
Everything that old Comanche Bill
OTHER KANSAS TOWNS'
had was painted that color. Old Maa
McCarty has no Indian blood in his
Clay Center, Kan., Jan. 31. Clay veins, according to Clay Center folks.
Center people remember Luther Mc- He Is Scotch-Irish- .
carty when he moved here with his
parents in 1896. He was five years of
age. He was born in Nebraska west
''
'
':
of Llncolni
COMPETITION GOVERN
It waa not Luther, but old A.' P.
7,lcCarty, the father, that the people
OCEAN FREIGHT GATES
of Clay Center remember, for he was
one of the most picturesque citizens

FATHER OF A

1S02,

FIGHTER

of

the

town--

.

SO DECLARER HEAP OF
STEAM- The old man first' tried to make a
SHIP Company
in
living at selling trees Iorv a LawBODY,
vestigating
not mention this to the excited moth and with toes just touching the ped- rence nursery company, but he soon
!
tired of that and started to calling
er, however, until the entire neigh als and fingers just reaching the keys
Washington, Jan. si. High rates
himself
Bill'
the
"Comanche
borhood had been searched and they played the opening march. The
Ali
c
tor
freights are caused
saw no one who iuad seen the child. marching led by John Reed, was a
-ij
medicine as by
supply and demand rather than
The opening intr, the well Is only well executed piece of work.. Without a side line. He 'v'-id
fifn fiuit trees by "conference
agreements" among
about a toofcjn diameter. It seemed a command the class went through
ry
the week
mekine on the street corners at steamship lines, W. . Sifkel of the
VO,
hardly possible that the girl Couiu acrerol
'
Steamship com- warn cm Saturday afternoons. Hamburg-Americahave fallen through, this. Clyde Dav
CORPORATION PLAN,
marching the boys "openw
pany
told
today
the
house
shipping
is, a nephew of Marjorie, squeezed were
that the latter was trust committee. .
ready for the calisthenics, which He soon found
NO MORE BRIBES
ho
narrow
the
his
nnt
more
Into
body
tafough
so
that
opening were led by little Ben Strickfadden
profitable,
"The doubling In freight rates fn
Atoany, n. Y., 3an. 31. The New
RABBI LANDAU TO GIVE
' ' l
Muskogee, Okla., Jan. 31. The new York
the past two or three years he
stock exchange has put Itaeif and went down liito the well. He did who went through the exercises with. business exclusively.
said,
not find the child's body the first out a flaw.
Osage Indian council, in its first ses on record as
Old Man
McCarty was known is the result cf & vast increase in
opposed to incorporation
AN INTERESTING TALK sion at Pawhuska, which continued to- and as against the enactment of a time, but when the mother insisted
'
central
'as
throughput
Kansas
'Co- shipping, which now
Then Profesor Mead, after a few re
exceeds the
day, approved oil leases on 42,000 maximum rate of
must
she
be
a
second
he
made
there,
manche
''is
hut
he
Bill,"
known
now,
interest on call
amount of tonnage available to car
marks calling attention to what the
acres of their land. It was because of
as White Eagle of the White Feather
loans. Governor Sulzer was so In- descent, and discovered the little association i trying to do In
ry
it We are torced to maintain
special
the
to
refusal
these
leases
"WHAT JUDAISM HAS, TO TEACH
approve
Medicine company.
formed by a committee representing body submerged n the water. He reference to the hoys,
reasonable
rates by the fear of comthe
presented
that the old council was removed. the
THE WORLD TODAY" IS TOcarried the body to the top whe.-At that time McCarty's medicine
exchange and was tavised that
to
from
therm.
those
Im
petition
prizes
regular lines outside of
deserving
The
council also recommended that the enactment
NIGHT'S SUBJECT
of such laws would the frantic mother was waiting.
after thia the directors with. cost him '16 cents a dozen bottles. Ho the conference or from tramps. We
mediately
leases be sold on an additional 100,000 cause
G.
Dr.
Rice was called.
L.
He
"disastrous results."
drew and in 15 seconds the boys had sold it for a dollar a bottle. Once he naturally try to get as much out of
A lecture full of interest to the Jew. acres. A resolution waa passed mak
John G. Milburn, counsel for the made every effort to save the child all four mats and the spring board walked into a Clay Center drug store the business as possiblo, up to the
ish people and their friends of other ing it a felony to offer a bribe to a
exchange, declared that the Incor by employing artificial respiration, "ready for action." After showing the and asked for a pound of bitter horn, danger point of killing the business
faiths will be given tonight at the member of the Osage council.
What kind do you' want?" askfI or driving the business to the
poration of the stock exchange would but the life spark had departed. The folks some of their stunts on this ap
tramp
regular Sabbath services at Temple
the druggist
be fraught with disaster and would girl was not injured by the drop paratus
ships."
cleaned
the
floor
and
they
"THORPE
NEW
YORK
TO
Montefiore by Rabbi 'Jacob Landau.
well.
j
, The water broke
"Anything, so that it is strong and
"These tramp steamers that you
seriously Interfere with its discipli- into the deep
lined nip for the ga.mes. But at this
Dr. Landau has taken for his subject
Cincinnati, Taun. 31. James Thorpe
the force of her tall. There waa luai
waa the reply.
hitter,"
powers.
nary
say control rates, are practically all
Director
sur
Noir
a
Le
point
sprung
a'
has
to
contract
sighed
in the well to drown
"What Judaism Has to Teach the
play with, the
And so the strongest and most hit owned
He pointed out that the exchange enpugh water
by the conference Hue," sais
prise not only on the audience but on
'
New1 York' National league baseball
world Today."
ter
herb in th'e store was bought by Representative Humphrey.
Among the Jewish
is a voluntary organization end' ltn her.
the
the
boys
themselves,
making
by
people of the world there has been club, according to a message received members must abide by its decisions.
him and from that he male as niauy
"I don't admit that"
10 boys who are going to take part in
remarkable progress during the ipast
of medicine as tt would flavor.
bottles
"Its punishments are tremendous"But I make the statement," said
the minstrel, sing their song. The
fe,w years. The rabbis are carrying on
Comanche Bill" McCarty had sev Mr. Humphrey.. "A majority of these
ly effective now," he said. "When a FOHCIOLE ARGUMENT
little fellows, with their gestures and
an important work for the welfare, not
eral methods of selling huj Indian tramps are owned or controlled
man Is suspended his vocation is at
the
audience
by
earnestness,
captured
only of their own people, but for the
an end. If the exchange is com
Simply Delicious
BY FAIR ONES and they were given a well deserved herb cures In those days, Sometimes the conference lines. The conferUSED
entire world. In America the work has By Mrs. Janet McK'emiellitl, Editor
his persuasive tongue did the wont, ence lines use them to handle their
of pelled to incorporate, its decisions
shower of applause.
been most successful. Rabbi Landau the Boston Cooking, Shoot Magazine
could be questioned In the courts.
at other times he caught sickness.
surplus freight
After this quickly followed the four
will explain this evening the ambiIn riving this recipe, Mrs. Kill be- Long litigation would follow and the LONDON SUFFRAGETTES SHOOT
It was for employing the latter me
which
enwere
as
be
lieves
to
races,
it
of
relay
one the best
much
tions and ideals of the modern Jew,
courts would have to pass upon questhod to dispose of his "celebrated
LEADEN DISCS MARKED
cake recipe it has been her good forREIGN OF TERROR.
Joyed by the fathers and mothers as
The services will begin tdt 8 o'clock. tune
tions which are now dealt with quickremedies" that he left Council Grove
"VOTES FOR WOMEN."
to make: The simplicity and
Jan. 31. "A reign of
Washington,
the
boys themselves. First, the dumb, In a
The .public Is cordially invited to be
good results will appeal to every ly and effectively.
hurry.
terror
at
ore mine workers'
the
bell
then
then
the
housewife
relay,
horseback,
present.
"I don't see what good can be ac
"Comanche Bill" entered, the town strike at Mlnevillo, N. Y., is
London, Jan. 31. The suffragettes straddiehall and the basketball re
eharg.xl
one hot summer evening and his in a
complished by incorporation," he today adopted the slungshot as a
report to the American Federalay. ' An inning each of baseball and
HOME RULE WINS.
added.
strong voice and artful tongue soon tion of Labor by Joseph N. Cannon,
weapon In tlielr campaign. With it
Londonderry, Ireland, Jan. 31.
Governor Suizer reminded Mr. Mil- - they hurl heavy leaden discs stamp kickhall was then played, after which had jia crowd around his medicine a union
organizer.
the
audience and boys adjourned to
The Irish home rule party won a not
hum that the cotton exchange and ed "Votes for Women." Because of
wagon.
Mounted and foot pol'ce, bosses
the swimming pool, where the youngable victory over the unionists in the
In the crowd weer stationed three
practically all the other New York the weapon's newness their vaiia. is sters
nd, foremen," ,he declared, "fire
initiated their "ma end pa's" In
election of a memlipf ' of "parliament
markets are inoornorafed
tar
"scouts,"
who, after the medicine man
not
the
and
thus
good
damage
into the homes ot the strik- - "
to
breaking
the
K
Nut
C
for Wis city
mysteries of "high dlvins" "dog had warmed
The poll, which wnt
CU
"(Many people of 'Jhe south and caused has not been great, but the
his
upon
subject,
One-hapusliod
and
erg
compeljlnr them to ' go lo
cup butter; 1 cups gran'
:ts usual a very- close one, resultel
have Informed me," continued disc Is said by doctors to be capabls stroke" "whoppers," etc.
wet
tholy way t through the crowd to bu
tilatea sngattf.
cup
'
milk;
at
work
"
the poinf,. of gune! Som
"
icnpsjtourf
fin follows!
At 10 o'clock the entire program bottles of medicine.
2 leivi
A' C Baking Ibw the,, governor; "that t.hev bellev
it of killing a man.
ho
are thrown into jail.'
refuse
David C. Hogg, nationalist. 2,M9;
1
was
finished and the boys and parents
oer"t
cup of nut meats chopped
would be a good mine for the stocit
Then tho orator announced that ho
tt 'hilts of 4 eggs, beaten dry;
Colonel II. A. Fakonham, unionist,
wont
homo
the
with
was not there to soil the medicine, U
highly pleased
exchange to Incorporate."
AMERICANS AU I t OY
Sift flour
majority, 57.
evening's entertainment
awlliakingpowdertogethef,
"Isn't it true that a customer can
to
advertise
simply
.to'
: the!
It,
and
three
times.
Cream the butter, add the
Berlin, Jan. 31. A depulaflon of
s,
The victory of the home rulers
Neat
printed in blue type three purchasers who promised to
then alternately, the milk ami be wiped out by nigh Interest rates
iKr;
Americans
represent infi tho Independgives them a majority of members
and tied with orange ribbons, repre- their
the flour mixture; lastly the whites of for call loans?"
the governor.
neighbors of the curative .pow- ent petroleum Interests, headed hf
of parliament from the province of
and
the
nut meats. Bake in a
"The committee replied that such
senting tho association colors, were ers of his wonderful
epja
sheet in a shallow pan thirty of forty
remely, he would C. T. ('h.Wibei'luJU, of Clew !.,: ,i ,,,
Ulster In the house of commons.
distributed among the audience.
hand back their dollar with the tnt j
minutes When coia cowr wil tll9 a situation had never developed.
paired hoforo tho commit Si e c f t
The governor then questioned the
Mrs. rhll H i, Noir presided at the tie "as
Icing and decorate with whole nut meats,
as
was
t
it
i
rwelved."
cheerfully
Imperial parliament to vlhh t
nn ""'tent white cake nxip
.YOUNG HEIR ABSCONDS.
committee concerning the activity
piflno for the marching, calisthenics and in addition, he would
wnea 2.!LBl
arc omitted.
Km
inn
up"
n
ii'an
pot
"wrap
povorlnment's
Ixs Angeles, Cal., Jan. 31, A sysof the American Can stocks. He
and apparatus
ChocoUu Idaf
and her playing a five dollar WU in the pnckajrrv"
I.
i
'I
bill had been r.
tematic search by the police today
One cufl rrctnulatrd
M. E. vs Y. M .C. A added niuoh to work
wanted to know if recent large sales
of
the
entertainment
The
hill
1 t
man
first
a
t'rut
n
doibc
five
of
pot
i
thorotak-deputation
failed to reveal the whereabouts of
white of t eKgt beaten
the evening.
dry of this stock were made by bona fide
ana he waved H aloft in, tho 1. ; of too that tho ind i
t
Joseph H. Caples, heir .to a $750,000 H teaspoonful vatnlla tx track U cu& holders. The committee eald
ia
exIt
the
to give these exhibi- Hie flickering
planned
tvact;
he
ft
to
su
were
torches
gasoline
estate left by the late Richard Capprepared
'y
tions every one or two months so that forced his
change was making an investigation
Stir the suirar. cliopnlnf ani
ADMISION
way back from the w a.son. tire needs if t?i
les, an El Paso banker. Young Capuntil the mixture lxils; cover and let of this matter, but expressed the
the parents of the !boys may se-- for
Then there was a deluge of tl il.v wouiti furnish, tank 1
les disappeared from this
Adults - - - - 15c
city when toil three minutes. Uncover and let opinion that the sales were genuine.
themseves jiift what the hoys are as the OKI Indian Doe! or ma.ic hie
i
boa
when
till
tested
..
....
,
v
it became known that embezzlement
.
WHL
Mr. Milburn and Tresid.nt Mabon
Dall may be
doing in the gymnasium work and harvest and
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1eat intov(7i
MR. McCA-- C
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out the bottles of
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lader 16 - complaints hai ben lodged atsainst of egg, then forme;
assured the governor that the exwhat progress they are making. It la the remedy. But there were no more
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cold,
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Washington.
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Le Xoir's desire to make bills. Winn the crowd was through McCabe, solictor it t
change would
Tickets Less
Secretary
Season
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Ucrelict With Great Voice Sings
Himself Out of Prison to
Sick Wife.

'

,

By 80NDAY NELLIM.
"
"The way of the transgressor
kindness
with
The cleric veered,

(aforethought, and supplied a crumb ol
(comfort instead of censure.
"The way of the transgressor may
j
lanon be bordered with roses of sweet
peace and solitude. The moments of
bygone days may drift back to you and
tide your souls heavenward. In your
hearts you are not bad. You have
perhaps sinned and your sins have
Identified you. But that does not hold
to home and
you from about-facinloved ones, who still trust you. There
la good ahead. When you have paid
the county Its penalty be sure you
ehow that sin's identity was not
g

com-Bleto-

It was song service day at the workhouse.
"Now," said the minister, "let's siiig
that good old song, 'Bless'd Be the Tie
That

Binds."

Everybody sing.

Many

f you have good voices."
The little chapel organ began and
he leaders pitched the tune. Before
the second verse was reached the
chapel was filled with music. Then
The visitors bent forward and scanA
ned the faces of the prisoners.
voice somewhere among them rang
out In rich tenor, clear and clean as
a clarion call. It carried its notes as
The old song
might a
echoed and
through the cell
halls, and the tenor led all the rest.
There was a voice that might have
drawn encore and encore from the
most fastidious and critical audience.
Yet It was among the prisoners. But
where?
The third verse was beginning when
the rapturous tenor was located. His
head was thrown back and hia eyesi
teaming with some secret vision,
"super-choriste-

The face had past.ed out of that
beauty it possesed when he sang. It
was marked by inebriety. Yet withal,
the external viclounness was pierced
by Inherited touches of refinement
from beneath.
"Where did you get that voice that
tenor?" one asked abruptly.
"Oh, I thought you had another warrant for me when I get out. Is that
all you want? Honest?"
"We have no warrant for you. We
do not know anything about you. But
we want to know about yourself;
We've come to
about that voice.
help you. That tenor has no place in
a workhouse."
"So that's why you watched me? I
didn't know. I asked the boys not to
let you find me."
"It's that voice that voice. TqD
us, did you ever sing in opera?" a
critic put in.
"In opera? No. I haven't sung In
years till that day. I guess I have
been too busy at the foam to sing. Ie
'.hat why you came?"
They had found a singer who had
not found himself. They led him to
talk.
"When I was a boy I used to sing
A big fellow from
In Sunday school.
the church choir once told me that I
would be a great singer some day;'
that I had a voice to be envied. But
I never tried. When I got grown 1
followed the boys. I've been here be
fore after a whiz and that day was

the first time I ever sang like a man.
somehow got on mj
The
nerves and made me forget. I have
been In this time flfty-flvdays. Just
got five now. I'm glad, too, for I'll
never be back. Worst time I could
have picked."
The singer paused and swallowed
hard.
"Wife's sick God's best little woman; little girl my one best bet she's
got diphtheria. I got to thinking when
the fellow said I was not bad, and
when he started the old song I had
to sing till you saw me. I've got a
good voice? Do you know if It might
sky-guid- e

e

help

?"

stopped and turned back to the
little window. He looked up through
the bars to the sky and his face re
t
It had
gained some of that
when he sang. Then he faced about.
"
"If my baby can live
They stopped him before he could
make his pledge.
"You will be out tonight," said one
who seemed to know.
"The mayoi
will pardon you this afternoon. Sing
the sick ones back to health, then
come to me some day. I will tell you
something worth while."
The big tenor's face stared wonder
lngly Into the future.
They shook hands with him and
passed down the corridors. No one
spoke. But as they neared the end of
the cell rows they heard a song following, passing, leading them. It seemed
on its way to the former derelict
home.
And as they passed out the groaning
gates the silvery tenor notes bore

"e

soul-ligh-

tall;-

-

i'V,

to them the beatitude,
"Bless'd be the tie that binds."
(Copyright,

SCHOOL
Looked

Up Through

the Bars to the

Sky.

He was
singing the song of a feathered throat,
warbling and swelling, gliding and
dwelling. lie was not aware that he
was being watched, that his song was
heard. Then he dropped his eyes, as
. if drawn by the magnetic gaze of the
curious, and saw
A note wafted over the room hall
sung.
Next day music lovers went through
Jthe workhouse looking for the man
"who sang tenor at the song service.
3Ie was not found. The result was
.the same as when, immediately following the song, they had rushed to
'the superintendent to know the sing
Wfl name. He himself had not locat-tethe voice and did not know. They
went among the prisoners and asked
hio one seemed to know.
'
A
A singer like that unknown?
voice that a critic had admiringly as
nerted would rival a Caruso, was In
the workhouse, latent, unrequited and
timid beyond measure.
Could It be that a famous songstei
had fallen?
The critic who had "discovered 8
voice" would not be satisfied. He
Imagined a beautiful mystery In tin
singer's reticence. That he was
prisoner was certain. He had beet
seen. And he bore the prlHoner'i
label, although groomed for his day ol
orest. Every mnn, at his work and ir
the cells, had been questioned. Tbt
singer had, somewhere among them
answered, "I do not know him."
Then happy thought he could not
1)0 Identified becaima he was grlmj
nnd soiled. He might be located an
other Sunday, when he essayed clean
lines. A singer like that mviBt b
cleanly.
So they looked nsaln at prlsonei
kfter prinoner and Into cell after celt
In the last cell but one a man wai
rending. They were walking noise
lewsly and he did not see them. .11
wan a itnnir book he held. Then he
looked un. auietly slipping the book
fcack-uon the bunk. He arose and
lurried to the narrow window's bars
Sumo one called to him. Apparent!?
fie did not hear. They called again
JIow they ihed they had been able
to use his name. But how could they
looked

,

beyond the rafters.
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by W.

G.
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THE SOLDIERS

Empire Establishes Courses

That Young Men May Become
Skilled in Some Occupation.

In keeping with the German govern
ment's idea of making the empire one
vast training school for the development of the best there Is In the youth
of the country for national commercial success regular business school
courses are now being organized In
the German army, so that the recruit
during his term of military service
will be fitting himself for the business
life he will have to enter on quitting
the colors, says the Army and Navy
Journal.
The hundreds of thousands of children are rot permitted to pass through
the pub' c schools and to drift through
life as unskilled laborers. Each one,
as far as the government can order It
so. Is turned out skilled In some occupation.
One of the most powerfully educative forces In the empire Is the continuation
originally Intended
to maintain some kind of discipline
over youths from fourteen to eighteen
years of age prior to their enlistment
In the army. Of late years these continuation schools have been changed
Into vocational schools.
Twice every year great, flaming
posters call tho youth of the land to
obligatory attendance at the trade and
commercial schools. These posters
enumerate mora than 100 trades or vo
cations and each youth is summoned
to appear at thn school devoted to his
purticular calling. Connected with
these schools have naturally grown
up actual workshops, where the pupils
handle real machinery' and make com'
mercial articles.
No one who observes the almost
military precision with which all this
vast system is carried along to the advancement of the commercial success
of the nation can fail to associate It
with the impression made upon the
popular mind by service In the army,
and the student of sociology will not
fall to make a note of the fact that
this great method of training of the
youth of a country has had Its origin
in the land which so many shallow
thinkers have said was cursed by 6
milltarisim that was "crushing the
life out of the industrial forces of the
country and undermining the charactoow It?
of the land."
i "Step this way
you at the window ter of the youth
we want to speak to you."
An Ingenious ExcJte.
He started, as If undecided. Thej
Patron What took you o long with
Tnew he heard. Then very, very slow
my eggs?
ly and timidly he came to them.
Walter Pardon the delay, sir; but
It was the tenor.
''What more do you went??
they were mislaid. Judge.
:t was not like t'ao voice they had
Charity covers a multitude of sins
f.(slf,ntd H whs proS and affected
hot they are umiaiiy oar own sins.
1l.-'iiilii.tUoii 'if dis'rust
v.ii.--i :m
:
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cents per line each Insertion.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
r
No ad to occupy less space than two
conciaV8 sec. d Tuee-dalines. All
advertla ments charged
in each month at Mawill be booked at space actually set,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. O. H.
My, without regard to number of words.
Klnkel, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Rethere, Cash In advance preferred.
book,
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Customer
(in book store)
there's Professor Knowsitt over
and completely absorbed in that
I suppose he's reading some

y

scientific work.
Clerk No, he's
reading Joax'i
"Foolish Rhymes for Foolish People.

HIS ADVICE

I?
OPTIC'S

R. S. V. P.
To whom should
dressed? Mrs. W.

"500."

answer

be

ad-

The meaning of "R. S. V. P." is
"The favor of a reply is requested, if you please;" the Trench is
"Repondez s'il vous plait." It is uses
to remind us that hostesses wish an

answer to their invitations. In the
case you mention, regret or accept to
the one whose name heads the list, as
it is probably at her home where the
reception will be held.

For a Bride-EleI am a young girl of twenty and of
very limited means. I have a very
dear friend who is going to be married. Could you please suggest something that I might give in her honor.
M.
I enjoy your columns immensely.
R. J.
Surely, entertain for your friend.
Just because your purse Is a bit light
Is no reason for not giving good times
to others. Ask the girls to bring a
dish towel apiece and mark the same
then about five
for the bride-elec- t,
o'clock serve a tray with tea and two
kinds of sandwiches, add candles and
salted nuts and you will have sufficient, and girls love these cosy times.
Name for Girls' Club.
Would you kindly suggest a few
names for a social club of girls ranging from the age of fifteen to seventeen years? Poppy.
One of the dearest lot of girls I
know, who meet as a little club, call

themselves the "Happy Hearts;" so I
think perhaps this name will just suit

the minister the fee when the
hnainoHB i settled. Just before the cer
emony, for usually there Is no good
opportunity afterwards.
Initials Always Proper.
Is silver to be given a bride always
engraved with the initials of her
maiden name? Is her first name
missible to use? M. L.

ft.

For Rent
Furnished house, modern, Eighth and Washington. Inquire Herbert W. Gehring.

For Sale

His Father Just a word before you
go. To be a successful usher at a wed
ding, remember one thing! ,
FOR SALE Hay and grain. Salomon
The Son What's that, dad?
Ata, Phone Maine 495.
His Father Always take thev rich
est people up front.
FOR SALE Five room house at 1033
ALL THE MOTORIST SAW

Household furniture.
National venue.

SI?

an'-fourt-

month at W. O. W. Hall. Visitinv
brothers cordially Invited. Dr. H
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. Thornhin
Secretary.
LOCAL

TIME CAHti

EAST BOUND

Arrive
No.
No.
No.

Depart

2

i

p. m
p. m

a. m
p. m

p. nv

a. m
p. m
p. m

Meet in the Forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
ATTOKNK Yf
on the second and fourth Fridays
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
HUNKER & HUNKER
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommle, Clerk. George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunk)
Visiting members are especially
Attorneys-at-Lawelcome and cordially Invited.
New Mextec
Las Vegas.

811

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first

DENTISTS

Tuesday of the month in the vestry DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
Crockett Building.
Main ll
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are Office Telephone
Main 16
Isaac Appel, House Telephone
FOR SALE Two mares, one sorrel
cordially Invited.
and one brown, Saturday at 10 a.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
m. at city hall. Ben Coles.
retary.
Dentist
FOR SALE AT. ONCE Good uprlgnt KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
Dental work of any description at
COUN-CINO. 804. Meets second and moderate prices.
piano and housebote furniture. Mrs.
Tel. Main 13
J. P. McDonald, 1023 Lincoln. Telefourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall, Rdom 7 Center Block.
East Las Vegas, Ni M.
phone Purple 6222.
Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially Invited. Richard
FOR SALE Household goods, farmDevine, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
Mrs. A. R. Tabor, or Crlder, Mo., had
ing implements, 1 Bain wagon,
been troubled with sick headache for
sulky buggy, ,1 single harness, 1
about five years, when she began takset double harness, 34 chickens, 2 I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. ing Chamberlain's Tablets. She has
1.
Meets every Monday evening at taken two bottles of them and the
Parker Tell me about Switzerland
horses, 2 rolls chicken wire. Mrs.
hall on Sixth street All visit- have cured her. Sick headache Is
their
romantic Switzerland.
P. C. Nisson, North Fourth street.
Barker Well, there are a few bad
ing brethren cordially invited to at- caused by a disordered stomach for
especially inplaces as you come down the mountend. J. D. Friedenstlne, N. G.; which these tablets are well
and stay
tended.
them,
get
Try
tains, but in the main the roads are
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, veil. Sold by all dealers. Adv.
pretty good.
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
LOST A brindle Boston bull dog,
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
to the name of Shake. ReSHE KNEW
Here is a remedy that will cure your
turn to B. W. Kelly's residence, 825
waste tim aud money exB. P. O. ELKS Meets second and cold. Why
Sixth street Reward.
perimenting when, you can get a prefourth Tuesday evening of each paration that has won a world-wid- e
LOST A brindle bull pup with whity
month Elks home on Ninth street reputation by its cures of this disease
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- and can always be depended upon?
face and feet about i months old.
It is known everywhere as Chamber
ers are cordially invited. P. D.
Return to 612 Main street. Rewltrd.
Iain's Cough Remedy, and Is a mediExalted Ruler; D. W. Con- cine of real merit For sale by all
don, Secretary.
dealers. Adv.
2t
Two good' family cows,
fresh two months. Inquire Optic.

FOR SALE

Lost

Business,,

RETAIL PRICES
or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 bs., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbs. to
200 lbs.. Each- Delivery
Less than 50 lbs. Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.
1,000 lbs.

Directory
"I

five-

-

j
I

ll

I

n

"Big men are the best lovers."
"How do you figure that?"
"Why, they're so demonstrative in

their
"Never judge a lover by his signs."
THE QUARREL

DURING

PETER P. MACKEL

Estimate!! Cheerfully
Plaxa

est 8ld

.

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.

Given,
Old Town

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

H. C. YOUNG

Lock and Gtyismlth
Bicycle nd
General Repairing
'ICTURB FRAMING A SPECIALTY
20 Sixth St.
East Las Vegas.

IIFJRMAN

429

ANT Ads
Are Best

&

at an painting
N. 0.

j

.

yours."

tPM

v.

Persons trouoied with partial para
lysis are of'en very much benefited
the affected partt
by massaging
thoroughly when applying Chamber
Iain's Liniment. This liniment alst
relieves rhMimatle pahis. For sale

all dealers.

Adv.

Market Finders

ads. in this newspaper want (and
Others, who read and ans
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical Instruments.

'

Mrs. Jinks Women
have
bettei
eotitrol of their tongues than mer
have
Mr Jinks Very likely. I never me!
a mnn m my life who could control t
woman s luuuuti.

'

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to someoae
who reads the ads. in thla newspaper and would never hear of
your property unless It were advertised here.

If your children are subject to at
tacks of croup, watch for the first
symptom, hoarseness. Give Chamberlain's Consh Remedy as soon as the
child becomes hoarse and the attack
may be warded off. For sale by all
dealers. Adv.

friends, and sign yourself "Sincerely

wr"

Classlflea ads. search out the people to whom among all ot
those who MIGHT BUY ths particular thing is worth most

Grand Ave

graph.
To Miss "Brown Eyes."
Begin your letter "Dear Mr. Blank."
It Is much better than to use his first
name until you become more intimate

20c per 100 lbs.
25o per 100 lb.
30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.
SOe per 100 lbs.

AGUA PUIU COMPANY

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING

lard wood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glaslng.

Automobile, Carriage

,

MERRI.

Meets second
Thursday evening eae

O. O. MOOSE

-

9:10 p. m
9:15
11:05 p. m
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
11:05
102 Mees every Monday night at
8
2:05 a. m
2:10
O. &. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at No. 10. ... 1:45 p. m
2:10
8 o'clock.
are
Visivtog
J. C. Wertz,
WEST BOUND
cordially welcome,
1:20 p. m
1:45
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary; No. 1
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
3
No.
6:10 a. m
6:15
7
No.
4:20 p. m
4:30
6:35 p. m
7:00
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA No. 9

Fourth street.
FOR SALE

Yes, both silver and linen bear the
Initials of the bride. Near and dear
friends sometimes use the first name,
and sometimes a pet cognomen is en
graved on a personal gift. This is done
on silver picture frames, which are
much in vogue at present, presumably
to hold the husband-cloct'- s
photo-

MADAME

L-

n

FOR RENT

per-

I think the elderly man can give you
something costly without Its being
jewelry, but of course that is for you
and your family to decide.
I see no harm in writing to the
friend you mention after he writes
to you first.

329.

Reliable woman to assist
with nursing at Las Vegas hospital. FRATERNAL

WANTifiD

At a

niv

MAIN

Telephone Main

you.

Concerning a Wedding.
home wedding should the
groom's attendant deliver to the pas
tor who performs the ceremony the
weddins: fees when the marriage cer
tificate is given him, or after the ceremony is over?
Please accept my thanks for your
answer through your paper. A Constant Reader,

NUMBER.

MASONS

Wanted

d

d

ill

CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYRegular con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple, a 7:30 p. in. M.
R. Williams, H P., F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Wood
men Hall. Visiting brothers cord)
ally invited to attend. A. M. Adlet
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary

F. O. E.

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and inird Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy MaWANTED Dressmaking by the day.
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Mra. Rainey, Box 717 Old Town.

A mother is perfectly right who disgirl
approves of a thirteen-year-olgoing alone at night to the theater.
Don't do It and don't allow boys to
kiss you. It Is decidedly common and
and no boy of good birth and
breeding who has the least respect for
the girl asks her to do it, so if you are
going with that kind of a boy you had
better stop.

The Correct Answer.
Please state in your column the
meaning of "R. S. V. P." and how to
reply to this invitation:
MRS. J. M. SMITH
MRS. R. T. JONE3
At Home
February Twenty-seconThree O'clock

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

LODGE
NO. . 1
KNIGHTS
OF(PV
THIAS Meets

ery Monday evein
Castle
ning
Vial tin
Hall.
Knights ar cord)
ally invited. Chas
7
9 Liebachner, Chas
cell or Commandei
Harry Martin, Keeper of Record
and Seal.

Five

Questions From "Rosebud."
I found your questions and answers
last Sunday. I did not know they
were in there until a friend of mine
told me about them. I think they are
so nice for young folks to read.
I have been going with a girl twenty
years old, but she seems to be no older
than myself (I am thirteen). We always went with the boys together, but
she married recently, and do you think
it all right for me to go to theaters at
night alone with a boy. My mother
does not approve of me having company very much. Do you think it any
harm for a boy to kiss a girl? I suppose you think I am rather a flirt, but
I just wanted your opinions on It. I
hope you won't think I have asked too
many questions. Rosebud.

DORADO

M.

Regular
munication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Wm P. Miiia
W. M., H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.

COLUMN
RATES

AtlB CAFI

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

II

HESTA L'RANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

WANT

Jttferfaimticrtlj

lUM

TOE

THE OPTJC

THE USUAL

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
sible sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best

b
L.

pos-

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 31, 1913.
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JPOUNDS GRANULATED SUGAR.

6:10

Of Chicage

R. E. Dillon, auditor for the Contin
ental Oil company, is ill at the Plaza
hotel, having a severe attack of grip,

is demonstrating

Tomatoes

fine line

of first quality
FRENCH HAIR GOODS

Casimiro Dimas of San Jose today
applied at the court' house for $38
as bounty on 19 coyotes killed by
him.

a Mrs. Standish, Millinery
If you have any difficulty in
matching your bair.no matter what
texture. Miss Present can match it
accurately in finest grades at lowest
eastern wholesale prices. A specialty made In matching difficult
shades such as grays, whites, blondes
or auburns.
DEMONSTRATIONS

FREE

in

latest styles of bair dressing.
Old switches remade and combings made up

Managers Duncan and Browne of
the Photoplay theater tonight will entertain the members of the Iligh
school basketball squads at a line
paty at their play house.

FANCY HEXICO

si

Mrs. Standish Millinery,
524 5IXT1 STREET

Until Monday Eve., February 3rd.
Everybody is welcome whether you
buy or not

Edna May Hanson and Hugh Callo
way were united In. mariage last even
ing. In applying for a marriage li
cense the woman gave her age as 24,
while Calloway stated he is 30.

Prudenclo Dominguez, a former resi
dent of Las Vegas, died yesterday at
The special program which was to his home in Trinidad, Colo., his death NORMAL STUDENTS ARE
have been given at the Presbyterian being caused by a severe attack of
church on Sunday, February 2, by the pneumonia. Dominguez, who was well
PREPARING ANNUAL
Christian Endeavor society, has been known in Las Vegas, having been em.
ployed in this city by several well
postponed until Sunday, February 9,
known concerns, went to Trinidad sev
rHE SCHOOL PUBLICATION THIS
General Manager J. M. Kurn of the en months ago. He is survived by
YEAR WILL BE LARGER AND
Santa Fe Railway company will pass his 'wife, Mrs. Fglipita Trujillo Do
BETTER THAN EVER
two children and also
through Las Vegas this evening in minguez and
who reside in Las
private car No. .20, attached to train by his parents
The students of the New Mexico
Vegas.
to
8
Xo.
en route from Albuquerque
Normal University are busily at work
La Junta, Colo.
upon the preparation of their annual,
We guarantee our milk and cream which will be Issued at commencement
This evening at the Elks' club the to De produced from healthy cows time. Omar Barker is
Ament and the McWenle bowling and handled by healthy pe'ople, in He is being assisted by the brightest
teams will roll their game in the separate concrete floor buildings, un young men and young women of the
tournament. The McWenle
team, der strictest rules of cleanliness various classes and departments. Mem
which, Bince the defeat of the Hoke Full equipment for cooling and aerat bers of the faculty also will con
team, has had the reputation of being ing. All bottles and utensils thorough tribute to the book. Chesley Thoma-sothe "giant killers," is out to defeat ly sterilized. ,No possibility of dis
is business manager. He Is hand
the Ament team and tae the top ease germs enlering the milk to mul ling the advertising section of the
i place now occupied by. that team. The tiply,
bookt. As the annual is distributed
game 'will commence at 8 o'clock. All the corbett, Sanitary dairy, each year through practically every
Adv.
Fred E. Corbett, Prop.
Elks and their ladies are invited.
state of the country; an advertise
ment between Its covers is conceded
The committee; on costumes for the
A PRIEST-AUTHOto be a good investment The annual
masquerade ball of the E. Romero
Rev. Father Barniim, S. J., who will this year will be larger and more
Hose company has made final arrange lecture n "Alaska" at at the Duncan beautiful
,than any of its predecessors.
ments with the largest costumer in opera house
It will contain handsomeviews of at.
Sunday evening at
Denver and many new and unique o clock, is a writer of considerable the Normal
buildings, a resume oi
costumes will be shown at the all.
ability. One of his recent publica- the year's work aarf pictures of the
The committee has also made arrange tions, "Fundamentals of the Innuit students and
faculty afe' well aa scenes
ments with the cc - aimers to furnish
Las Vegas and 'the surrounding
Language" is highly spoken of by
special costumes to thoie who wish an emilnent non5altholic
profesr country.
to obtain them. Anyone desiring a
witing in the Boston Pilot Tickets
order
his
should
costume
place
special
for the lecture are being purchased
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
at once with Patrick D. McElroy, who liberally and there is every indication In the wood. Direct from distillery to
is a member of the costume
that Father Barnum will be greeted you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
by a large audience. Father Barnum
Is one of the most gifted speakers of
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
Mrs. Charles O'Malley, who yester- the Jesuit order.
In
while
that
to
went
city
Denver,
day
WANTED To buy second hand type
will take a ten weeks' Normal training
BIG
THE
writer in good condition, standard
DANCE.
teachers
by
music
course for
given
make. E. F. Baca, Romero MercanArrangements for the big dance to
Mrs. S. W. B. Matthews at the West
tile company.
ern Institute of Muslo and Dramatic be given by the Woman's Club of Las
Art. Mrs. O'Malley will study violin Vegas in the armory next Tuesday
with Walter Belzman, Denver's fore- evening are about completed. The
most violinist, who is a graduate of tickets, which are fl per couple, are
St Petersburg conservatory, where he selling well and indications are that
studied under Mlscha Elman, the dis- there will be a large numoer of peo
RECEIVED
violinist Mrs.. ple at the dance., The proceeds of the
tinguished. Russian
to
be used In a good cause,
O'Malley will also study harmony wit dance are
as the finance committee of the
Henry Honsley.
Women's club --plans to construct a
road from the Hot Springs boulevard
to the Masonic cemetery. Every
Extra Fancy Mackerel
cent needed for this work must be
each
25c
raised by the finance committee and
A
the public of Las Vegas is expected
Fancy Boston Mackerel
to give the committee its hearty sup- - ft
2 for
25c
port.
;"Dainty" Boneless Codeditor-in-chie-

ST BARNS
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Grocer
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

S

The violators of the city ordinances
arrested by Merchants' Policeman
Pierce J. Murpby are learning that the
bars of the city jail are strong and
trustworthy. These bars are not utilofized, however, in depriving such
fender of liberty, but literally are fore
oflng liberty upon them, the police
adto
the
ficers paid by
city refusing
mit them Into the sacred precincts of
the city lockup. The tribe of vermin
said to exist in the jail is reserved exclusively for the company
of the men arested by the regular
police and is not allowed to defile
itself by contact with the persons plac
ed in custody by Officer Murphy.
Last night Murphy, according to his
story arrested four tramps. He turn
ed the men over to Officer Ward. The
latter, however, turned them loose,
stating he had been instructed not to
allow Murphy's prisoners to be placed
in jail. Murphy says Ward intimated
he had been o ordered by the chief
of police, who doubtless got his orders
from the mayor.
Evidently a hobo,
if he desires to keep out of jail, would
do well to get himself arrested by
Murphy, as indications are the rest
of the force would not put him in Jail
under such conditions If he voluntarily
surendered..
.

MISS ELIZABETH PRESENT

will
The Corbett Sanitary Dairy
have its wagons delivering milk Sat
urday morning, February 1st. Telephone as formerly Main 312. Adv.

D avis

AD-

PRE-CINT-

at her

Is ill
cold.

M. Bally

a severe

NONE BUT THE ELECT ARE
MITTED TO ITS SACRED
NOWADAYS

who

The Cash Grocer

I

"EXCLUSIVE" LOCKUP

it

The body of Stanley C. McChesney,
died here Wednesday evening.
w
sent to Inthra, Mo., where Interment will occur

For $1.00
He

C. L.

home with

If presented on or before the 10th. day of Febru-

WILL GET

at

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

S1.00 In Cash or Our Coupons

18

J

;

Mrs. J. M. Aokerman is seriously Ml
at her home.

TOGETHER WITH

ary

V

LOCAL NEWS

JAIL BECOMES

HOW ABOUT YOURj NEW
MATTE ESSjTOR SPRING
Egyptian Cotton Felt Mattresses In Price $10 to $18
Monabat Patent Process Cotton Mattresse In Price
$6 to $10

The Best in the Market

J.

&S0N
LOCAL AGENTS

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
President Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assasitant Cashier.
D. Raynolds,

Vice

FIRST NATIONAL BAMi
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

.i

t7. c on a o

MOTS
The

Science oi
Selling

If it may be' termed

Phonm Maln21

a

science

a means of presenting

include

must
the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest us 3

Farms

the

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS
,

ill

lb

Ucsa of Ibe Bust of Everyltiiog Eatable

Surplus, and Ukdividkd Profits $35, 000

$100,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

f.

Interssi Paid on

$1,050

Time Deposits

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

'

A

'Jyj

PERWICE'

our

TO THE PUBLIC.
itogaruing tlio communication or
Mr. Ackernmn In yesterdays Optic, 1
wlHh to1 state that, while 1 know nfl
valid reason why a business nartwith Mr. Corbett should bo
subject to criticism,' such partnership does not exist. 1 have enterei
(lie employ of the Corbott Sanitary
Dairy as salesman f its products, on
commission.
while 1 sympathize
with Mr. Ackorman in the sickness
in his family, i aiso have a family
to support and can see no harm in

who are

,

t

?

with

their

con-

tinued patronage.
SHIRTS, COLLARS,
AND CUFF WORK

THAT IS

UNEQUALLED.

Fresh Strained Honey

' n

t

It

endorsing

Las
r

i,

i

i

:i

Meioie I

Phone Main 344.

Machine
&

Whalen,

Co

Fowler Props

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL

TliiklS

T

V

C4

CO. STORE

working for Mr. Corbott, especially
as no provision was made for me by
either the owner or purchaser of the
Ideil Sanitary Dairy fnd ro far as
I know only tha clock and equipment vere sold. Tra.!e can only be
sold subject to the will of the people conccrnei and as the people have
bad about a vcek to decido I thin it
lie fihotild have no r.rl'.hdBro to mun,

NO

LYE

IN THE CAN

i'hem h'fiti

67 tiwyUt At

box-.......-

25c

.

':

T.

it
A.

:

u

I

;

,

AK!!f!S.

S QUALITY FRUITS'

W

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

Swan's Down" fibered
Codfish, per

pkg......

Highest Grade" Mid- Qdles Codfish, per pd

15c

Highest In Quality

25c

Delicious In Flavour

"Pure Food" Sardines
per can

10c

-

"Ferndell" Sardines, per
can

25c

Crawn'
can

Sardines per

20c

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon

at the

Opera Bar.

f

f

Adv.

FOF?TONGHT.

FIGHTS
A well known

Fl

Ct

llvv

local physician who

4- 4attended the junior gymnasium class
ID
laBt
A.
C.
M.
Ceorgo
Urown,
exhibition at the Y.
Jimmy Clnbbyevening stated this morning that the rounds, at Mnr1i!;f'a
Clarence Vif v"- Tommy Howell.
showing m;tde by the boys v.ua excelMo.
a;nv
evidence
V,
mnny
lent and Unit ho
rounilH, uf-.' die kdixI that tbe ryinii'ifsHim work
Joe IUvitA3- FrmUn T,m: ll
(M
buy hi tltn I'liiHil.
(ifii(( to
-

ii
u

est

Insist on "Hunts" If you wsvnt the
quality in conned fruits

.

.

'1

of me.
81

fish, per

"HI

-

net-shi-

hundreds of patrons,

21lco Fine

Las Vegas

COHTIHUEB

results of perfect laundering to

Fresh California Lettuce and Cauliflower, New Mexico Green Onions,
Radishes, Parsley, and Horseradish
Root, Carrots, Cabbage, Turnips,
. . . .
Rutabagas . . . . .

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

JUST

We are dully presenting

WE HAVE

M

fx

,

SWASTIKA COAL

J0HNSEN

C.

-

.art

-

n

